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We review recent advances in the research on quantum parametric phenomena in superconducting circuits
with Josephson junctions. We discuss physical processes in parametrically driven tunable cavity and outline
theoretical foundations for their description. Amplification and frequency conversion are discussed in detail
for degenerate and non-degenerate parametric resonance, including quantum noise squeezing and photon
entanglement. Experimental advances in this area played decisive role in successful development of quantum
limited parametric amplifiers for superconducting quantum information technology. We also discuss nonlinear
down-conversion processes and experiments on self-sustained parametric and subharmonic oscillations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this contribution to special issue of Low Tempera-
ture Physics journal commemorating 100 year anniver-
sary of B.I. Verkin we survey the progress in the research
on quantum parametric phenomena in superconducting
electrical circuits. In his leadership role as a director
of large research institution B.I. Verkin gave preference
to new practical developments, but at the same time he
paid great attention to fundamental research. This fruit-
ful combination of the fundamental and applied well de-
scribes the subject of this article. Exploration of quan-
tum parametric phenomena is the part of recently emerg-
ing and rapidly growing field of circuit quantum electro-
dynamics (c-QED) - a quantum information technology
based on superconducting Josephson junctions. A typ-
ical experimental c-QED device, see e.g.1,2, contains a
network of nonlinear oscillators - Josephson junctions,
and linear oscillators - high quality superconducting res-
onators. The network operates in the quantum regime
at frequencies of few GHz and temperature of tens mi-
liKelvin. For the reviews on the Josephson junction
based quantum bits and c-QED see Refs.3–8 and refer-
ences therein.
Recent interest to quantum parametric effects in a
microwave domain was motivated by practical need to
amplify extremely weak, of single-photon intensity, mi-
crowave signals carrying an information about qubit
states. Required noise performance of amplifiers is there-
fore demanding, it must be close to the limit imposed by
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. During last decade
a great effort was made to develop quantum limited para-
metric amplifiers9–21. Success of this work was an im-
portant step in advancing research on superconducting
qubits and development of c-QED technology.
The most of known natural and engineered paramet-
ric phenomena in mechanics, hydrodynamics, plasma
physics, etc., occur under classical physics conditions.
In the c-QED, similar to the quantum optics, quantum
properties of electromagnetic field - the photon statis-
tics and correlations - come to the first place. Due to
the new parameter regimes available in the quantum mi-
crowave optics due to strongly nonlinear properties of the
Josephson junctions, a number of phenomena, in prin-
ciple known in theory, become available in the experi-
ment. Notable examples are an ultrastrong light-matter
interaction22–24, dynamical Casimir effect25, multipho-
ton quantum cat states26,27.
In this article we review some theoretical results and
experimental observations on parametric effects in tun-
able superconducting resonators. Superconducting res-
onators, being essentially linear electromagnetic devices
acquire nonlinear property due to the coupling to the
Josephson junctions. Nonlinear resonators were em-
ployed for parametric amplification, frequency conver-
sion, demonstration of noise squeezing and photon entan-
glement. A tunable cavity belongs to this family of res-
onators. Here a dc SQUID is attached to the resonator,
which allows controlling the frequency of the resonator
by varying the magnetic flux through the SQUID28,29.
Rapid temporal modulation of the magnetic flux allows
one to achieve the amplification effect15, and excite the
parametric resonant oscillation30. The method of the
flux pumping in tunable cavity can be compared to the
optomechanics, where motion of mirrors of optical res-
onators produces the parametric effect31. Spectacular
manifestation of this effect is the dynamical Casimir ef-
fect (DCE) - the quantum effect of creation of photons
from the vacuum by moving mirrors32. Analogy between
the DCE and parametric effect in tunable cavity led to
prediction33,34 and observation25 of the DCE with flux
pumped SQUID.
Alternative method of parametric excitation, the cur-
rent pumping was used in several of cited experiments.
With this method, which is similar to the nonlinear op-
tics, a strong signal, current pump, is injected into the
resonator to stimulate nonlinear intermode interaction.
The physics of the tunable cavity is at the border of
two physics areas - nonlinear mechanics and nonlinear
optics. Dynamics of the field of the cavity modes con-
stitutes the mechanical aspect, which makes relevant all
the accumulated knowledge about parametric resonance
in nonlinear classical oscillators35–37. On the other hand,
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2inelastic scattering of quantum electromagnetic field by
parametrically driven cavity is the optical aspect, that
includes the amplification effect, frequency conversion,
and generation of a nonclassical microwave field.
The paper has the following structure. In Sec. II we de-
scribe a theoretical model of the tunable cavity, which is
based on the method of quantum Langevin equation, and
introduce the resonance approximation to describe the
non-degenerate and degenerate parametric resonance. In
Sec. III we describe the cavity linear and nonlinear re-
sponse in the regime of amplification and frequency con-
version, and then, in Sec. IV, proceed to the discussion of
self-sustained parametric and subharmonic oscillations.
In Sec. V we turn to the quantum properties of microwave
field generated by tunable cavity, we discuss the quantum
squeezing and entanglement, and analyze the efficiency
of signal amplification in the terms of the signal to noise
ratio.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE
Tunable cavity is a λ/4 superconducting resonator,
made with a segment of a coplanar waveguide, which is
galvanically connected to a dc SQUID at one end, and
to a transmission line at the other end15,29, see Fig. 1.
The plasma frequency of the SQUID is much larger than
the resonator frequency thus the former acts as a tun-
able nonlinear inductance. The presence of the SQUID
makes the eigenfrequency spectrum of the resonator non-
equidistant and also introduces a nonlinearity. Typical
device operates in a quantum regime at frequencies ω
from few to tens GHz, at temperature T ∼ 20 mK,
has large quality factor, Q ∼ 104, dominated by exter-
nal losses, and small nonlinearity, the Kerr coefficient
∼ 10−5ω.
2.6. FABRICATION
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Figure 2.4: Micrographs of a typical tunable resonator. (a) Full sample with the on-chip fluxline
at the top, and the input/output port with the coupling capacitor at the bottom. The resonator is
meandered to fit in a smaller chip. This chip is 5x7 mm. (b) SQUID together with the inductive
coupling between the fluxline and the SQUID loop. (c) Coupling capacitor.
15
FIG. 1. Micrographs of a typical tunable resonator: (a)
full chip (5x7 mm) with the flux line at the top, and the
input/output port with the coupling capacitor at the bot-
tom; (b) SQUID together with the inductive coupling between
the flux line and the SQUID loop; (c) Coupling capacitor.
(Adopted from38, courtesy of A. Bengtsson.)
A spatial profile of the field in the resonator is il-
lustrated in Fig. 2. The magnitude of the field at the
resonator end connected to the SQUID depends on the
SQUID inductance and can be controlled by varying mag-
netic flux applied to the SQUID. This results in variation
of the cavity eigenfrequency spectrum28. Rapid temporal
modulation of the magnetic flux produces the parametric
effect39.
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FIG. 2. Sketch of tunable cavity: an(t) is the complex am-
plitude of n-th cavity eigen mode, bn(t) and cn(t) are the
input and output field amplitudes, respectively; the cavity
eigen frequencies ωn are controlled by magnetic flux f(t) =
F +δf cos Ωt; the plot above the cavity illustrates spatial field
distribution of the fundamental mode, φ0(x, t).
Theoretical description of physical processes in tunable
cavity is based on the Lagrangian description of electrical
circuits5,40–42. The dynamical variable here is a 1D field,
φ(x, t), that describes the spatial distribution of the su-
perconducting phase along the cavity. The corresponding
Lagrangian has the form28,39,
L =
(
~
2e
)2
C0
2
∫ d
0
dx (φ˙2 − v2φ′2) + 2EJ cos f(t)
2
cosφ(d),
and contains two parts, the cavity part represented by
the integral term, and the SQUID inductance part (small
SQUID capacitance plays a minor role and is omitted
here). In this equation, v = 1/
√
C0L0 is the electro-
magnetic wave velocity, C0 and L0 are the cavity spe-
cific capacitance and inductance, respectively, EJ is the
Josephson energy of a single junction, and f = F + δf(t)
is the magnetic flux threading the SQUID (in units of
~/2e); it consists of a constant bias, F , and a temporal
flux modulation, δf(t) 1.
Variation over variables φ(x, t), φ(d, t), and φ(0, t)
yields the linear wave equation, φ¨(x, t) − v2φ′′(x, t) =
0, and a nonlinear boundary condition, γdφ′(d, t) +
sinφ(d, t) = 0, where γ = EL,cav/2EJ cos(F/2)  1 is a
participation ratio of the SQUID vs cavity inductances.
The second boundary condition, φ′(0) = 0, defines the
spatial profiles of the eigen modes, φ(x) ∝ cos kx. The
latter equation together with linearized boundary condi-
tion yield the cavity spectral equation,
knd tan knd =
1
γ
 1, ωn = vkn . (1)
To derive the cavity quantum Hamiltonian we expand
3the cavity field over eigenmodes,
φ(x, t) =
√
4piZ0
Rk
∞∑
n=0
cos knx√
knd
(an(t) + a
∗
n(t)), (2)
where an(t) is the eigenmode complex amplitude, Z0 =√
L0/C0 is the cavity impedance, and Rk = h/2e2 is the
quantum resistance, substitute this expansion into the
Lagrangian, and after some algebra arrive at the classical
Hamiltonian39,
H =
∑
n
~ωna∗nan + V [φ] , (3)
V [φ] = −2EJ
(
cos
f(t)
2
cosφ(d, t) + cos
F
2
φ2(d, t)
2
)
.(4)
Quantum version of this Hamiltonian is obtained by im-
posing the bosonic commutation relations on the mode
amplitudes, [an(t) , a†m(t) ] = δnm.
A. Langevin equation
Equation (3) describes the dynamics of the closed cav-
ity disconnected from the environment. Capacitive cou-
pling of the cavity to the transmission line allows one
to probe the cavity internal state and also to explore the
cavity response to driving electromagnetic signals. At the
same time, this exposes the cavity to an environmental
noise that leads to cavity damping.
A suitable way to describe the dynamics of open cav-
ity is to formulate the Langevin equation for the mode
Heisenberg operators43, which has the form in the present
case39,
ia˙n − ωnan − 1~ [ an , V [φ(d)] ] + iΓnan =
√
2Γn0 b(t) .(5)
Here b(t) refers to incidental external field ex-
pressed through environmental electromagnetic modes,
ak(t),44,45
b(t) =
√
v
2pi
∫ ∞
0
dk ak(t0)e
−iωk(t−t0) , (6)
that may also include the probing tones.The operators
b(t) satisfy the commutation relation, [b(t) , b†(t′)] =
δ(t− t′). The rate
Γn0 = ωn
(
Cc
C0d
)2
knd , (7)
quantifies external losses due to coupling to the trans-
mission line through capacitance Cc. Γn in Eq. (5) refers
to the total losses, which include both external and in-
ternal losses. In what follows we will neglect the latter
and suppress index 0 in Γn0.
Full description of the open cavity is completed with an
equation for output field quantified with operator cn(t).
This equation has the form of an input-output relation44,
cn(t) = b(t)− i
√
2Γn0 an(t) . (8)
B. Resonance approximation
To study complex nonlinear equations like Eq. (5) one
needs to resort to some simplifying assumptions. A usual
assumption refers to small value of the field amplitude
φ(d, t)  1. This allows for series expansion of the co-
sine function in Eq. (4), and keeping the lowest relevant
nonlinear terms. Another simplified assumption concerns
small amplitude of the flux modulation, δf(t)  1. Un-
der this assumption one may linearize the potential V in
Eq. (4) with respect to δf(t).
These simplifications, however, are not sufficient be-
cause of the presence of resonances. The resonance, i.e.
coincidence of driving frequency with some combination
of system internal frequencies, strongly affects the system
dynamics, which cannot be treated with simple pertur-
bative methods35,36. Even small nonlinearity and weak
parametric drive produce a deviation from the linear be-
haviour, which is slow on the time scale of the linear os-
cillation and is large in amplitude. Formulation of equa-
tions describing such a secular resonant dynamics is the
subject of the resonance approximation.
1. Nondegenerate parametric resonance
Particular simplification of general Langevin equation
(5) depends on the resonance under consideration. We
start with the situation when magnetic flux is harmoni-
cally modulated with frequency close to the sum of two
cavity modes, δf(t) = δf cos Ωt, Ω = ωn + ωm + 2δ,
where δ  ωn is a small detuning from exact resonance.
In the lowest order such a modulation drives the frequen-
cies of both modes leading to non-degenerate parametric
resonance. One has to note that the excitation of only
two selected cavity modes essentially relies on the non-
equidistance of the cavity spectrum, which must exceed
the mode bandwidth.
The resonance dynamics is commonly described in the
rotating frame, an(t) → e−i(ωn+δ)tan(t), taking advan-
tage of slow time variation of the Heisenberg operators
in this frame. Averaging Eq. (3) over fast rotations,
we arrive at the Hamiltonian describing cavity resonant
dynamics46,
H = −
∑
j=n,m
[
~δa†jaj +
~αj
2
(
a†jaj
)2]
− 2~αnm(a†nana†mam)− ~nm
(
anam + a
†
na
†
m
)
. (9)
Here we have retained the lowest order terms in the ex-
pansion of cosφ in the Josephson potential in Eq. (4):
the quadratic term in the part containing flux modula-
tion, and the quartic terms in the static part. The former
one parametrically couples the modes with the strength,
~nm =
δf
2
EJ sin
F
2
snsm, sj =
√
4piZ0
Rk
(
cos kjd√
kjd
)
,
(10)
4while the latter ones describe the self-Kerr effect and the
cross Kerr effect quantified with respective coefficients,
~αj = EJ cos
F
2
s4j αnm =
√
αnαm , (11)
(in Eq. (9) we skipped small corrections, ∝ αj , to detun-
ing δ).
Hamiltonian (9) is equivalent to the one for two non-
linear oscillators with parametrically driven coupling.
It can be equivalently written in terms of quadratures
(coordinate and momentum), qn = (an + a†n)/
√
2 and
pn = −i(an − a†n)/
√
2,
H/~ = −
∑
j=n,m
[
δ
2
(q2j + p
2
j ) +
αj
8
(
q2j + p
2
j
)2] (12)
− αnm
2
(q2n + p
2
n)(q
2
m + p
2
m)− nm(qnqm − pnpm) .
The corresponding Langevin equations consist of two
coupled equations,
ia˙n +
[
δ + iΓn + αn(a†nan) + 2αnm(a
†
mam)
]
an + nma
†
m
=
√
2Γn bn(t) , (13)
with the input fields, bn(t), being written in the re-
spective rotating frames. The input-output relations in
Eq. (8) retain their form in the rotating frame.
The resonance approximation relies on the separation
of the frequency of time variation of amplitude an(t) from
the mode frequencies. This implies that all the coeffi-
cients in Eq. (13) respect the constraint,
δ, αj , Γj , nm  ωn − ωm ∼ ωj . (14)
It is worth to mention that small values of the Kerr coef-
ficients and the pumping coefficients rely on small values
of parameters sj in Eq. (10), which are provided by the
small value of factors, cos kjd ∼ γ  1, in addition to
the small ratio, Z0/Rk  1.
2. Degenerate parametric resonance
There is a special, degenerate form of the parametric
resonance, when only one mode is excited. In this case,
ωn = ωm and the flux is modulated with frequency close
to twice the mode frequency, Ω = 2ωn + 2δ. This regime
of the modulation of mode frequency is mostly studied
in literature. The Hamiltonian (3) reduces in this regime
to the form39,
H = −~δa†nan −
~αn
2
(a†nan)
2 − ~n
2
(
a2n + a
†2
n
)
.(15)
In terms of quadratures, this Hamiltonian is equivalent
to the one of parametrically driven Duffing oscillator47,
H/~ = −δ
2
(q2n + p
2
n)−
αn
8
(
q2n + p
2
n
)2 − n (q2n − p2n) .
(16)
The Langevin equations reduce to a single equation,
ia˙n +
[
δ + iΓn + αn(a†nan)
]
an + na
†
n =
√
2Γn bn(t) .(17)
C. More complex configurations
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FIG. 3. Elementary netwoks with tunable cavities. (a) Two
λ/4 resonators are coupled to same SQUID allowing spatial
separation of excited modes. (b) Two SQUIDs excite hy-
bridized modes in two connected resonators, phase shift be-
tween pumps, fR,L(t), produces interference effect.
In recent experiments more complex cavity configu-
rations where explored: λ/4 cavity connected to sev-
eral SQUIDs20, cavities containing SQUID arrays48,49,
several cavities connected by Josephson junction
network9,12,13. In Fig. 3 we present elementary structures
with two tunable cavities. Connection of two cavities to
a common SQUID (panel (a)) allows one to parametri-
cally excite spatially separated modes in different cavi-
ties; connection of two tunable cavities as shown in panel
(b) allows one to observe a parametric interference effect
produced by two pumps50–52. Consider performance of
the latter device in more detail.
Repeating the derivation of previous sections, one ar-
rives at equations similar to Eq. (13), where the Kerr
and pumping coefficients consist of the sum of contri-
butions from left and right SQUIDs. Assume identi-
cal cavities, SQUIDs, and equal modulation amplitudes
and frequencies, but allow some phase shift between the
pumps, δf → δfR,L = δfe±iθ/2. Then pumping coeffi-
cient, Eq. (10) will have the form,
~nm =
δf
2
EJ sin
F
2
(
eiθ/2sRn s
R
m + e
−iθ/2sLns
L
m
)
(18)
The s-coefficients are proportional to the values of the
field at the cavity edges, sR,Ln ∝ φ(±d). From the sym-
metry of the field distribution (even or odd with respect
to the origin) it follows that sRn and sLn are equal for the
fundamental mode and all even modes, n = 2k, while
they have opposite signs for odd modes, n = 2k + 1.
Therefore the equation in brackets has the form,
(. . .) = sRn s
R
m
(
eiθ/2 + (−1)n+me−iθ/2
)
. (19)
and exhibits a parity effect: constructive or destructive
interference effect depending on the mode parity. For the
degenerate resonance, n = m, and for the same-parity
modes under the non-degenerate resonance, the pumping
effect is maximum when the pumps act in phase. On the
other hand, for modes with different parity the effect of
the pumps is maximum when the pumps are out of phase.
5It is instructive to compare this effect with the DCE32
in a λ/2 cavity moving in real space with boundary condi-
tions φ(d) = φ(−d) = 0, Fig. 4. Similar mapping on the
cavity with moving mirrors was discussed in33,34. The
case of in-phase modulation, δfR(t) = δfL(t), corre-
sponds to an antisymmetric shift of the cavity bound-
aries yielding change of the cavity length (breathing),
as shown in panel (a). The out-of-phase modulation,
δfR(t) = −δfL(t), is equivalent to symmetric shift of the
cavity boundaries (shaking) leaving the length unchanged
as shown in panel (b). This gives natural explanation to
the parametric effect in the case of escitation of individual
modes and modes with equal parity. However, the fact
that the parametric effect persists (for modes with differ-
ent parity) when the cavity length hence eigenfrequencies
do not change is surprising. This situation is analogous
to the DCE with a single moving mirror25. Moreover the
DCE was predicted to exist in the shaking mode of λ/2
cavity and exhibit a similar parity effect53.
d0-d
2d*′
2d*(a)
d0-d
2d*
2d*(b)
FIG. 4. Illustration of variation of field in the tunable cav-
ity in terms of equivalent cavity with boundary condition
φ(d∗) = 0. Blue continuous lines show static spatial profile
of fundamental mode in two strongly coupled tunable cavities
(depicted in Fig. 3(b)), blue dashed lines – the field in the
equivalent cavity. Brown lines refer to the field under mod-
ulated boundary conditions. (a) In-phase modulation of the
SQUID fluxes, fR(t) = fL(t), is equivalent to changing length
of equivalent cavity (breathing mode). (b) Out-of-phase mod-
ulation of flux, fR(t) = −fL(t), does not change the length
of equivalent cavity although changes the boundary positions
(shaking mode).
D. High order resonances
The parametric resonance considered so far is the sim-
plest and best studied resonance effect in parametrically
driven systems. It is associated with temporal modula-
tion of the system resonance frequencies. However, mod-
ulation of flux through the SQUID affects not just the
cavity frequencies but all high order nonlinearities of the
Josephson potential (4), ∝ φN , N > 2. Parametric mod-
ulation of the nonlinearity coefficients gives rise to a wide
class of new resonance effects that are observed in the
tunable cavity and will be discussed in Sec. IVC
III. CAVITY RESPONSE
In this section we discuss the response of parametri-
cally pumped cavity to harmonic probe signals. A para-
metric amplification is the property of the Josephson
circuits54 that attracted primary attention of the c-QED
community, both experimentally and theoretically. The
experimental work is almost exclusively done in a lin-
ear amplification regime9–20,48, see also review55, and a
comprehensive quantum theory of linear amplification56
was extended to the microwave domain57. We will start
with the linear amplification theory in the context of the
tunable cavity. This theory applies to both the classi-
cal and quantum regimes under the degenerate and non-
degenerate resonance conditions. It is interesting to men-
tion that most of the observations made in the quantum
theory of linear amplifiers56 can be found already in the
classical theory, such as an emergence of idlers, amplifi-
cation and de-amplification (squeezing) of quadratures,
relations between gains, etc. Then we proceed to the
nonlinear amplification, the regime particularly relevant
in the vicinity of a parametric instability threshold, where
already a single photon input may generate a strong clas-
sical field within the cavity. In Sec. IIID we discuss am-
plification of a weak signal in presence of a strong field in
the cavity, which is important for the discussion of quan-
tum noise in Sec. V. Here a novel feature of four-mode
squeezing appears under the non–degenerate resonance.
We conclude our discussion of the cavity response with
studying a parametric frequency conversion.
A. Linear amplification
(c)
Ω/2ωn ωmωn+δ ωm+δ
S I1I2 I3
(b)
Ω/2
= ωn+δ
ωn
SI
(a)
Ω/2ωn ωmωn+δ ωm+δ
S I
FIG. 5. Mode structure of amplified output field for a de-
tuned input signal (S), for (a) the two-mode amplification of
(a) non-degenerate parametric resonance and (b) degenerate
parametric resonance, and for (c) the four-mode amplifica-
tion. Black color indicates cavity resonances, red color marks
parametrically coupled strong field modes; solid blue lines in-
dicate signal (S) and (primary) idler (I, I1) with frequencies,
ωn+δ+∆ and ωm+δ−∆; dashed blue lines indicate secondary
idlers (I2,3) with frequencies, ωn + δ −∆ and ωm + δ + ∆.
Consider the Langevin equation for nondegenerate res-
6onance, Eq. (13), and assume an incoming harmonic
mode slightly detuned from rotating frame, bn(t) =
bn(∆)e
−i∆t, (in laboratory frame this mode has fre-
quency ω = ωn + δ + ∆). It will generate a field
inside the cavity with the same frequency, an(t) =
an(∆)e
−i∆t. However, because of the structure of equa-
tions in Eq. (13), which connect this mode to the
conjugated mode, a†m(t), a field component, am(t) =
am(−∆)ei∆t, will also appear inside the cavity, with fre-
quency ω = ωm + δ−∆ in the laboratory frame, see Fig.
5(a). This pair of modes,
a(t) = an(∆)e
−i∆t + am(−∆)ei∆t , (20)
will generate a similar mode pair in the output field,
which are called signal and idler. The same mode
pair would be generated by an incoming mode bm(t) =
bm(−∆)ei∆t.
For sufficiently weak inputs, the Kerr terms in Eq. (13)
can be neglected, and the equations become linear. Solv-
ing them we derive, with help of Eq. (8), the linearized
input-output relation,
cn(∆) = un(∆)bn(∆) + vn(∆)b
†
m(−∆), (21)
and similar for cm(∆). The coefficients in these relations
have explicit form,
un(∆) =
(δ + ∆− iΓn)(δ −∆− iΓm)− 2nm
(δ + ∆ + iΓn)(δ −∆− iΓm)− 2nm
(22)
vn(∆) =
2inm
√
ΓnΓm
(δ + ∆ + iΓn)(δ −∆− iΓm)− 2nm
. (23)
According to Eq. (21), creation and annihilation oper-
ators are mixed in the output field, which is similar to
the Bogoliubov transformation (BT) in the theory of su-
perfluidity and superconductivity. The Bogoliubov coef-
ficients in Eqs. (22)-(23) satisfy important relations,
|un(∆)|2 − |vn(∆)|2 = 1
un(∆)vm(−∆)− vn(∆)um(−∆) = 0
vn(∆) = −v∗m(−∆) . (24)
According to the first of these relations one can
parametrize,
|un(∆)| = cosh rn(∆), |vn(∆)| = sinh rn(∆), (25)
with the squeezing parameter rn(∆). The squeezing pa-
rameters of coupled modes are related, rm(∆) = rn(−∆).
Furthermore, in the quantum regime, these relations pro-
vide preservation of the bosonic commutation relations56:
if the Fourier harmonics of the input operators obey rela-
tions [bn(∆) , b†m(∆′)] = δnmδ(∆ −∆′), the same is true
for the output operators, [cn(∆) , c†m(∆′)] = δnmδ(∆ −
∆′).
The amplification effect is quantified with the sig-
nal gain, Gnn(∆) = 〈c†n(∆)cn(∆)〉/〈b†n(∆)bn(∆)〉, i.e.
the ratio of the output vs input average photon num-
bers, and the idler gain (or cross gain), Gnm(−∆) =
〈c†m(−∆)cm(−∆)〉/〈b†n(∆)bn(∆)〉. The gains are fully
characterized with the squeezing parameter,
Gnn(∆) = cosh
2 rn(∆), Gnm(−∆) = sinh2 rn(∆) .(26)
and satisfy relations,
Gnn(∆) = 1 +Gnm(−∆) (27)
Gmm(∆) = Gnn(−∆), Gnm(−∆) = Gmn(∆) ,
Relations Eqs. (21)-(27) remain formally valid for the
degenerate resonance under assumption m = n. How-
ever, there is a difference, the signal and idlers are tightly
spaced within the mode bandwidth, see Fig. 5(b), which
has physical implications for quadrature squeezing.
To get better insight in the amplification property of
the parametrically driven cavity let us examine Eq. (23)
for the degenerate case and on-resonance input, ∆ = 0,
|vn(0)| = 2nΓn
δ2 + Γ2n − 2n
. (28)
This quantity defines the gains and resembles the re-
sponse of a damped linear oscillator driven by a force
detuned by δ, see Fig. 6. However there is an important
difference: Eq. (28) refers to the output field rather than
intrinsic field of the oscillator - the former always equals
unity in case of non-parametrically driven oscillator (in
absence of internal losses). While keeping a Lorentzian
shape, the magnitude of the response (28) grows with
growing pumping strength, and the width of the reso-
nance decreases; this can be interpreted as an effective
reduction of damping by parametric pumping. The full
compensation of damping occurs at 2n = Γ2n+δ2, and in-
dicates the development of parametric instability, which
is known in mechanics as the parametric resonance, when
the cavity intrinsic field grows without limit. Stabiliza-
tion of this growth requires inclusion of the Kerr effect.
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FIG. 6. Linear amplification of undetuned input signal, ∆ =
0, for degenerate parametric amplifier: idler gain, GI(0) =
|vn(0)|2, vs pump detuning δ, for increasing pump strengths,
n/Γn = 0.4, 0.7, 0.99 (from bottom to top).
B. Squeezing and phase sensitive amplification
The gain quantifies the absolute value of the output
field. However, parametric amplification exhibits a non-
trivial behavior of output quadratures, qc = (c+ c†)/
√
2
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FIG. 7. Anisotropy of the cavity output field in the com-
plex Cn-plane under variation of input phase θB ∈ [0, 2pi), for
degenerate parametric amplifier at pump strengths n/Γn =
0.2, 0.5, 0.8 (purple, green, orange), the purple curve depicts
the linear regime, other curves refer to nonlinear amplifica-
tion discussed in Sec. III C. [δ = 0, ∆ = 0, |Bn|2 = 2Γn,
αn = Γn/100.]
and pc = −i(c − c†)/√2, namely amplification of cer-
tain quadratures and deamplification (squeezing) of other
quadratures (for electric oscillators the quadratures cor-
respond to voltage and current variables directly mea-
sured in experiment). To see this we gauge out phase
factors from the uv-coefficients in Eq. (24), and include
them into new bosonic operators, giving the new BT for
these operators,
c˜n(∆) = cosh rn(∆)b˜n(∆) + sinh rn(∆)b˜
†
m(−∆), (29)
and similar for c˜m(−∆). The corresponding quadratures
are,
q˜cn(∆) = cosh rn(∆)q˜
b
n(∆) + sinh rn(∆)q˜
b
m(−∆)
p˜cn(∆) = cosh rn(∆)p˜
b
n(∆)− sinh rn(∆)p˜bm(−∆) .(30)
Now we consider collective quadratures, q±(∆) =
(qn(∆)± qm(−∆)) /
√
2, and similar for p±(∆). Then for
these collective quadratures we get,
q˜c±(∆) = e
±rn(∆)q˜b±(∆), p˜
c
±(∆) = e
∓rn(∆)p˜b±(∆) ,(31)
i.e. quadratures q˜+(∆) and p˜−(∆) are amplified while
quadratures q˜−(∆) and p˜+(∆) are squeezed.
Applying the result in Eq. (31) to on-resonance input
under the degenerate resonance, where q−(0) = p−(0) =
0, we find that the amplification (squeezing) of q˜+ ∝ qn
(p˜+ ∝ pn) refers to the signal quadratures themselves.
The direction of squeezing is defined by the phases of the
Bogoliubov coefficients.
As it was already mentioned before, the properties of
linear amplification apply to both quantum and classi-
cal fields. In the latter case we assume an input tone
to be a coherent state that has non-vanishing average,
Bn = 〈bn〉 = |Bn|eiθB 6= 0, where phase θB is referenced
to the pump. This input will generate a classical intra-
cavity field, An = 〈an〉, as well as a classical output field,
Cn = 〈cn〉, and BT can be directly formulated in terms of
the classical fields. In the classical regime, a new aspect
comes to attention - the effect of the phase of the input
on the squeezing direction. In Fig. 7 this behaviour can
be seen in the purple ellipse illustrating the dependence
of the output amplitude Cn on the input phase θB . An-
other novel aspect is the input-phase dependence of the
gain for on-resonance input under degenerate resonance
- phase sensitive amplification. Indeed, the BT in this
case involves the input field and its complex conjugate,
thus the gain includes an interference term,
Cn(0) =
(
un(0)e
iθB + vn(0)e
−iθB) |Bn(0)| ,
Gn(0) = e
−2rn(0) + 2 sinh 2rn(0) cos2(θB + η) , (32)
where η = (1/2)arg(un(0)v∗n(0)).
C. Nonlinear amplification
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FIG. 8. Nonlinear gain |Cn|2/|Bn|2 vs pump detuning δ, for
the non-degenerate parametric amplifier and on-resonance in-
put, ∆ = 0, with n/Γn = 0.8, 0.9, 0.95 (from bottom to
top); black dotted line refers to the Duffing limit n = 0.
[|Bn|2 = 2Γn, θB = 0, Bm = 0, αn/Γn = 0.01, αn = αm,
Γn = Γm.]
With increasing input power the intracavity field be-
comes so strong that the Kerr effect can no longer be ne-
glected. The same is true even for weak inputs at large
pumping intensity close to the instability threshold. In
this regime the Kerr effect leads to an appreciable shift
of the resonance frequency, αj |Aj |2 &
√
2nm − ΓnΓm.
For classical inputs under non-degenerate resonance
the linear response theory can be straightforwardly gen-
eralized to the nonlinear case. To this end we replace in
the Langevin equations, Eq. (13), the field operators aj
with classical amplitudes Aj , and a
†
jaj with |Aj |2 in Kerr
terms. Repeating the derivation we arrive at the same
BT as in Eqs. (21) - (23), but with the pump detuning δ
being replaced with
δ → ζn = δ + αn|An|2 + 2αnm|Am|2. (33)
These generalized BT equations, however, do not pro-
vide explicit solution to the problem since they contain
8intracavity amplitudes, An, that are to be found self-
consistently,
(∆ + ζn + iΓn)An(∆) + nmA
∗
m(−∆) =
√
2ΓnBn(∆).
(34)
In spite of this complication the Bogoliubov coefficients
turn out to still obey Eq. (24), hence the nonlinear gains
obey the same relations as given by Eq. (27)46.
The nonlinear gain as function of pump detuning is il-
lustrated in Fig. 8 for on-resonance input, ∆ = 0. This
gain resembles the response of a nonlinear Duffing oscil-
lator, where the maximum value is shifted from δ = 0
due to the Kerr effect and grows with increasing pump
strength. Similar to the Duffing oscillator, a bistabil-
ity region exists at red detuning, which appears at in-
creasingly small input level and occupies larger δ-interval
when the pump strength increases. In addition, the res-
onance width becomes vanishingly small, due to effective
reduction of damping. This behavior is a precursor of
the transition to the regime of self-sustained parametric
oscillation discussed in the next Sec. IV. One can com-
pute the maximum gain value achieved at the instability
threshold, nm =
√
ΓnΓm, at δ = 046,
Gnn(0) ≈ Gmn(0) = 2|An|
2Γn
|Bn|2  1 , (35)
where the intracavity field is given by equation,
|An|6 = 2
(1− Γn/Γm)2
(
Γn
αn
)2 |Bn|2
Γn
. (36)
It follows from these equations that the maximum non-
linear gain has a non-analytic dependence on the input
power, Gnn(0) ∼ 1/|Bn|2/3, and diverges at small power.
Furthermore, its value is controlled by the parameter
Γn/αn, which also means that this parameter constraints
the squeezing parameter rn(0) by virtue of Eq. (25), and
therefore defines the maximum level of squeezing.
In the case of degenerate parametric resonance, a gen-
eralization of Eqs. (21) - (23) to the nonlinear regime does
not apply for detuned inputs. The reason is that the sig-
nal and idler frequencies lie close to each other within
the mode bandwidth, see Fig. 5, and their interference
makes the Kerr term time dependent. This implies that
the nonlinear amplification of detuned signals is nonsta-
tionary. This difficulty does not exist for on-resonance
input, where the stationary nonlinear BT equations are
valid, and the response is similar to the one depicted in
Fig. 8. The dependence of the output power on the input
for different pumping strengths is illustrated in Fig. 9.
The differential gain at small input power grows without
limit when the pumping strength approaches the instabil-
ity threshold, and it saturates at high inputs. The phase
dependence of the nonlinear gain also deviates from the
linear behavior39, as is shown in Fig.7. It is because of the
phase dependence of the Kerr frequency shifts, Eq. (33),
reflecting anisotropy of the intracavity field amplitude.
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FIG. 9. Output power |Cn|2 vs input power |Bn|2, for the
degenerate parametric amplifier with on-resonance input sig-
nal, ∆ = 0, and n/Γn = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 (from bottom
to top); the dotted line refers to the Duffing limit n = 0.
(δ/Γn = 0.5, θB = pi/2, αn/Γn = 0.01.)
D. Linear response in presence of strong field
Here we consider amplification of a weak detuned sig-
nal in the presence of strong on-resonance field in the
cavity. The latter may be generated by an on-resonance
input or, if the cavity is pumped above the paramet-
ric instability threshold, by parametric oscillation, as
discussed later in Sec. IV. The results will be used in
Sec. VB to evaluate the quantum noise and signal-to-
noise ratio.
1. Degenerate resonance: two-mode amplification
Suppose that a weak detuned signal is applied on top
of a strong on-resonance signal, B(t) = B + b(∆)e−i∆t
(here we suppress the mode index for brevity, and use
small letter for weak field since it can refer to classical
field as well as quantum mode). The term "weak" refers
to the filed whose contribution to the Kerr effect can be
neglected. This will generate an intracavity field, A(t) =
A + a(∆)e−i∆t, with A given by Eq. (34) with m = n
and ∆ = 0, and with a small correction a, 〈a†a〉  |A|2
that satisfies a linearized Langevin equation,
(ζ˜ + ∆ + iΓ)a(∆) + ˜a†(−∆) =
√
2Γb(∆) , (37)
where ζ˜ = δ+ 2α|A|2, and ˜ = +αA2. This equation is
similar to linearized Eq. (13), it has the same two-mode
structure combining signal and idler, but the detuning
here is Kerr-shifted due to strong field, and the pump in-
tensity is also renormalized. These modifications do not
affect the structure of the BT, Eq. (21), and the form
of the Bogoliubov coefficients in Eqs. (22)-(23), as long
as corresponding modifications, δ → ζ˜,  → ˜, are in-
cluded (note that since the effective pump strength is
complex the change, 2 → |˜|2, is to be made). Corre-
spondingly, the general properties of parametric amplifi-
cation, Eqs. (24)-(27), are preserved although the gains
become different.
9The way the effective pumping strength, ˜, is modified
indicates that the strong intracavity field acts as an addi-
tional parametric pump - current pump. This mechanism
involving a four wave mixing works even in absence of flux
pumping,  = 0, as soon as a strong on-resonance signal
is injected in the cavity. In fact, it is this mechanism of
current pumping that was used in many realizations of
quantum limited parametric amplifiers9–14.
2. Non-degenerate resonance: four-mode amplification
Proceeding to the non-degenerate resonance we en-
counter a completely different situation. A strong applied
input to either of the two parametrically coupled modes
will generate a strong intracavity field in both modes. As
it was found in the previous section, these fields will act
as additional parametric pumps that will generate addi-
tional idlers for a weak detuned signal46. As a result,
amplification of a weak signal is generally accompanied
by three idlers as depicted in Fig. 5(c).
While input detuning could be included suppose for
simplicity an on-resonance strong field being applied to
either (or both) of modes n,m, and additionally a weak
detuned signal is applied. Then a total stationary intra-
cavity field in each mode will contain one strong and two
weak components,
Aj(t) = Aj +
∑
± aj(±∆)e∓i∆t. The strong compo-
nents are described with Eq. (34) (setting ∆ = 0), and
the weak components satisfy the linearized equations,
(ζn ±∆ + iΓn)an(±∆) + 2αnmAnA†mam(±∆)
+ αnA
2
na
†
n(∓∆) + nma†m(∓∆) =
√
2Γn bn(±∆),(38)
and similar for them-th mode. Here the shifted detuning
and renormalized pump strength read,
ζn = δ + 2αn|An|2 + 2αnm|Am|2
nm = nm + 2αnmAnAm . (39)
As we see from Eq. (38) the strong intracavity fields
not only contribute to the pump-induced intermode cou-
pling, an(∆) ↔ am(−∆), but generate intramode cou-
pling, an(∆) ↔ an(−∆), and also generate intermode
frequency conversion, an(∆)↔ am(∆). One can also see
that the two latter mechanisms depend entirely on the
strong intracavity fields.
Given the four-mode structure of Eq. (38), the BT also
acquires the four-mode structure,
ci(∆) = Uij(∆)bj(∆) + Vij(∆)b
†
j(−∆) (40)
(i, j = n,m). Here the scalar Bogoliubov uv-coefficients
of the two-mode amplification are replaced with matrices,
whose elements determine the gains of signal and idlers.
Similar to linear amplification, Eq. (40) is also valid in the
quantum regime, however, in order to guarantee bosonic
properties of the output operators, the multimode Bo-
goliubov matrices have to respect constraints imposed on
their unitary equivalent diagonal forms58,59. Explicit an-
alytical calculation of Bogoliubov UV -matrices and their
diagonalization is a cumbersome task. However, this
can relatively easily be done within a model of balanced
modes60.
3. Balanced mode model
In this model one assumes equal Kerr coefficients and
damping rates for both modes, αn = αm, Γn = Γm. One
has to admit that this model is rather artificial since real
cavity parameters are strongly frequency dependent. As
shown in46 diagonalization of the BT (40) within the bal-
anced mode model is achieved with unitary transforma-
tion,
U =
1√
2
(
eiψ/2 eiψ/2
e−iψ/2 −e−iψ/2
)
, (41)
where the phase ψ = θn − θm is related to the phases of
the strong intracavity fields, Aj = |Aj |eiθj . The unitary
transformation in Eq. (41) defines the "supermode" op-
erators, bσ(∆) = U
†
σjbj(∆), σ = ±. In the supermode
basis, the BT in Eq. (40) splits into two independent
equations, whose structure reproduces the BT for the
degenerate parametric resonance,
cσ(∆) = uσ(∆)bσ(∆) + vσ(∆)b
∗
σ(−∆) , (42)
with coefficients,
uσ(∆) =
(ζσ + ∆− iΓ)(ζσ −∆− iΓ)− |σ|2
(ζσ + ∆ + iΓ)(ζσ −∆− iΓ)− |σ|2
vσ(∆) =
2iΓσ
(ζσ + ∆ + iΓ)(ζσ −∆− iΓ)− |σ|2 , (43)
where ζσ = δ + (4 + 2σ)αn|An|2, and σ = σnm + (2σ +
1)αnAnAm (equation |An| = |Am| holds in the balanced
mode model). Since the structure of these equations ex-
actly reproduces the one of Eqs. (22)-(23), the properties
Eqs. (24) hold for the supermodes, and therefore the su-
permode output operators are bosonic. This is also true
for the original output operators due to the unitarity of
the transformation matrix, Eq. (41). Using this method,
the gains for amplified weak signals and idlers are ana-
lyzed in Ref.46.
E. Frequency conversion
In this section we explore a different parametric regime
producing frequency conversion. Suppose the SQUID is
modulated with frequency equal to a difference between
two cavity eigenmodes, Ω = ωn − ωm + 2δ, (ωn > ωm).
The Langevin equation is derived in this case in the ref-
erence frame rotating with frequencies ωn+δ and ωm−δ,
and following the derivation in Sec. II B, we get46,
ia˙n + (δ + iΓn + αn a†nan + 2αnm a
†
mam)an + nmam
=
√
2Γn bn(t) , (44)
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and a similar equation for am where change δ → −δ is
made. The major qualitative difference of this equation
from the Langevin equation (13) is the presence of the
amplitude rather than the conjugated amplitude of the
second mode. As a result, there is no parametric ampli-
fication, but a beam splitter effect, where an input mode
with frequency close to ωn is converted to an output mode
with frequency close to ωm.
Theory of a nonlinear frequency conversion is tech-
nically similar to the theory of nonlinear amplifica-
tion in Section III C. Consider a classical input in the
form of equally detuned harmonic signals in each mode,
Bn,m(t) = Bn,m(∆)e
−i∆t. Then the input-output rela-
tion takes the form of two-mode scattering equations,
Cn(∆) = Snn(∆)Bn(∆) + Snm(∆)Bm(∆) , (45)
where the coefficients from a unitary scattering matrix,
Sˆ† = Sˆ−1. Their explicit form is similar to the Bogoli-
ubov uv-coefficients,
Snn(∆) =
(ζn + ∆− iΓn)(ζm + ∆ + iΓm)− 2nm
(ζn + ∆ + iΓn)(ζm + ∆ + iΓm)− 2nm
Snm(∆) =
2inm
√
ΓnΓm
(ζn + ∆ + iΓn)(ζm + ∆ + iΓm)− 2nm
.(46)
Here ζj are defined slightly differently compared to the
amplification case,
ζn = δ + αn|An|2 + 2αnm|Am|2
ζm = −δ + αm|Am|2 + 2αnm|An|2 . (47)
but nm is given by the same equation (10). We note
that Eqs. (46) do not give an explicit solution to the
problem since they contain intracavity field amplitudes
that are to be computed self-consistently. Since there is
no amplification effect in this case, a sufficiently small
input signal produces a small intracavity field, and the
scattering matrix can be linearized. In this linearized
form the results in Eqs. (45)-(46) can be extended to the
quantum regime.
In Fig. 10(a) we show the linear reflection spectrum,
|Smm|2, of the parametric conversion process versus in-
put detuning from mode frequency δm: ω−ωm = −δ+∆,
and pump detuning. Internal losses are included in the
numerics. If the pump is detuned far away from the res-
onance, |δ|  √ΓnΓm, the spectrum is dominated by a
loss resonance centered at δm = 0. Close to the para-
metric resonance, δ <
√
ΓnΓm, the intermode coupling
appears as an avoided crossing that is accompanied by
the emergence of the converted signal (i.e. finite Smn,
not shown).
The quantum frequency conversion was observed in
several c-QED experiments52,61–63 including both device
configurations in Fig. 3. In Ref.85 this effect was used
to characterize a high order mode unaccessible for direct
measurement, see Fig. 10(b).
A full reciprocal conversion between the modes is pos-
sible in the absence of internal losses. The criterion is
FIG. 10. Linear frequency conversion as function of input
signal detuning δm = ∆−δ and pump detuning δ. (a) Reflec-
tion coefficient |Smm(δm)|2 quantifies response in the input
mode, it exhibits an avoided crossing of a loss resonance. (b)
Measured reflection phase, arg (Smm), as function of signal
and pump frequencies85. [In (a): Γn0 = 3Γm0, Γm = 1.8Γm0,
Γn = 4Γm0 = 4/3Γn0, and nm = 2
√
ΓnΓm].
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FIG. 11. Reflection coefficient |Smm(∆)|2 vs pump strength
nm, for different pump and signal detunings: solid (red) line:
δ = ∆ = 0 with full conversion at nm/
√
ΓnΓm = 1; dash-
dotted (green) line: δ =
√
3(Γn−Γm)/2, ∆ =
√
3(Γn+Γm)/2
with full conversion at nm/
√
ΓnΓm = 2; dashed (blue) line:
δ = 0, ∆ = (Γn+Γm)/2. [Γn0 = 3Γm0, Γm = Γm0, Γn = Γn0.]
given by the zero reflection coefficient, |Smm|2 = 0. The
corresponding conditions for linear conversion read,
2nm = ΓnΓm
(
1 +
4δ2
(Γn − Γm)2
)
, ∆ =
Γn + Γm
Γn − Γm δ .
It is instructive to compare these equations to the ones
for the parametric instability in the amplification regime,
see below Eqs. (54) and (57): both criteria coincide at the
zero pump detuning, δ = 0. At finite pump detuning full
conversion is still possible, but in this case the input must
be detuned accordingly. The efficiency of the frequency
conversion at different pump strengths is illustrated in
Fig. 11.
The interference effect discussed in Sec. II C, Eq. (18),
was tested experimentally52 by measuring frequency con-
version in the device depicted in Fig. 3(b). The the-
oretical result for the reflection coefficient computed
with Eq. (46) is shown in Fig. 12(a). Here the phase-
dependent pumping strength, nm(θ) is taken in the form
of Eq. (18), δ = 0, and internal losses are included; the
white lines indicate the positions of the split resonance
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FIG. 12. Interference effect in frequency conversion in cou-
pled cavities shown in Fig. 3(b). a) Calculated reflection co-
efficient in Eq. (46), at δ = 0 and pumping strength replaced
with nm(θ) = nm(0)
√
1 + cos θ/
√
2 according to Eq. (18),
as function of signal detuning and pump phase difference
(internal losses are included); white line marks the posi-
tions of the split resonance. (b) Measurement data adopted
from52, courtesy of A. Bengtsson (note the doubled range θ,
and the wide range of detuning, such that both |Smm| and
|Snn| are included). [In (a): Γn0 = 3Γm0, Γm = 1.8Γm0,
Γn = 4Γm0 = 4/3Γn0, δ = 0, and nm(0) = 4
√
ΓnΓm.]
given by the extrema of Eq. (46). The result of the mea-
surement of the reflection coefficient at δ = 0 is presented
in Fig. 12(b); here we see the pump-phase dependent split
resonances of not one but of both parametrically coupled
modes of the device. These modes result from the hy-
bridization of nearly degenerate modes of individual cav-
ities, where the small distance between the hybridized
modes is due to the relatively weak coupling of the cavi-
ties.
IV. PARAMETRIC OSCILLATIONS
As it was mentioned in Sec. IIIA the linear re-
sponse exhibits a divergence at pumping strength, nm =√
ΓnΓm at zero pump detuning, δ = 0. This divergence
exists in the presence of damping and therefore cannot
be suppressed by increasing losses. The mechanism of
removing the divergence is related to the Kerr effect - a
shift of the cavity frequency by the energy of the field
stored in the cavity65. The state of the self-sustained os-
cillations that develops above the parametric threshold is
therefore essentially nonlinear. It is characterized, away
from the threshold, by a large average amplitude of the
intracavity field, A = 〈a〉, which can be treated classi-
cally. Transition from the ground state, 〈a〉 = 0, below
the threshold to the state, 〈a〉 6= 0 above the threshold
can be understood as a second order phase transition66
with A playing the role of complex order parameter. The
divergence of the linear response at the threshold can
then be understood as the result of critical fluctuations.
In this section we present a classical theory of para-
metric oscillations under both degenerate and non-
degenerate resonance. Full quantum analysis of the para-
metric oscillations is the subject of ongoing research. We
present some results on small quantum fluctuations of
the degenerate oscillator in the following Sec. V, an in-
terpretation of the degenerate oscillations as quantum cat
states will be discussed in Sec. IVA2.
A. Degenerate oscillations
1. Quasiclassical description
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FIG. 13. Degenerate parametric oscillation. Upper panel:
blue line indicates threshold of instability, n(δ); bold black
line indicate stability region of the ground state. Middle
panel: stationary response to applied on-resonance signal vs
detuning, intensity of the response indicates the one of the
self- sustained oscillations split by the input; solid lines indi-
cate stable solutions born at the edge δ = δth, dashed lines
indicate unstable solutions born at the edge δ = −δth. Lower
panel: phase portraits of oscillations at different detuning:
stable ground state at blue detuning, δ > δth, bistable ex-
cited states at −δth < δ < δth, and excited states coexisting
with the stable ground state at red detuning, δ < −δth.
In this section we follow analysis of Ref.39. Stability
analysis of Eq. (17) confirms that the ground state is
unstable within the interval of pump detuning,
|δ| < δth(n) =
√
2n − Γ2n, (48)
and stable excited stationary states exist at δ < δth.
These oscillatory states have frequency ω = Ω/2, and
amplitude,
|An|2 = −δ +
√
2n − Γ2n
αn
, (49)
and have two-fold degeneracy with respect to the phases,
argAn = θn, θn + pi; 2θn = arcsin
Γn
n
∈
(pi
2
, pi
)
. (50)
The intensity of the output is related to the intensity of
the intracavity field, |Cn|2 = 2Γn|An|2.
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FIG. 14. Experimentally measured intensity of paramet-
ric oscillation as function of pump detuning and intensity67.
Dashed line in upper panel shows instability threshold; oscilla-
tion intensity gradually increases at the threshold at δ > δth,
and sharply disappears at δ < −δth. Lower panel compares a
theoretical prediction39 (yellow line) and experimental obser-
vation (blue dots).
In Fig. 13 the properties of oscillatory states are illus-
trated. The stable oscillatory state is born at the positive
threshold branch, δ = δth (blue line in the upper panel),
as the result of instability of the ground state. This line
corresponds to the second order phase transition. The os-
cillation amplitude, Eq. (49), remains finite at any given
detuning but grows with increasing red detuning. Under
the effect of an input, the degenerate cavity amplitudes
described by Eq. (49) split into two branches (orange lines
in central panel). The picture at the negative threshold
branch, δ = −δth, is more complex: here a new excited
state emerges (shown by dashed lines in center panel)
but it is unstable. At the same time the stable oscilla-
tory state persists, and coexists with the re-established
ground state at increasing red detuning .
This theoretical picture of coexisting excited and
ground states is, however, not verified by the
experiment67 as shown in Fig. 14. The experimental
data shows that the excited state undergoes a cross over
to the ground state as the red detuning increases. This
crossover resembles a phase transition of the first order,
where noise effects need to be included to characterize
the transition. Fig. 15 shows the measured histograms of
the cavity output quadratures, at three different values
of the pump detuning30. Such histograms are generated
through the sampling of of current-voltage data (which
represent two orthogonal quadratures) over a sufficient
measurement time, and thus give a picture of the stable
cavity states and fluctuations around them. Here we find
all three oscillatory regimes: squeezed ground state noise
(a), double degenerate oscillatory state (b), and oscilla-
tions coexisting with the ground state (right).
It is fair to ask whether we can interpret these results in
terms of the DCE. This is essentially a question of whether
quantum fluctuations or thermal fluctuations initiated the
cavity oscillations. We cannot conclusively distinguish
between the classical and the quantum results, since
we measure only the steady state oscillations which are
insensitive to the initial conditions. In the future, it may be
possible to distinguish the quantum and classical results by
observing the system’s transient response. Alternatively,
the steady state solutions are different if the cavity is
removed and the SQUID is left to modulate the boundary
condition of an open transmission line [13].
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FIG. 3 (color online). Exploring the metapotential. 2D histograms of measured in-phase q1 and quadrature q2 voltages for three
different working points. (a) Just below threshold near zero detuning, the metapotential softens in one direction and we observe a noise
ellipse. (b) Above threshold and red detuned, the system has bifurcated, exhibiting two finite-amplitude oscillating states. These states
have equal amplitude but are shifted by 180 in phase. (c) When the pump is far red detuned, a quiet state can coexist with the
oscillating states, in agreement with theory. The noise circles in (b) and (c) are dominated by the measurement amplifier. The phase
rotations between the three images are also instrumental artifacts.
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FIG. 15. Experimental histogr ms of output ra iatio t dif-
ferent detuning regions30 orresponding to p ase portra ts in
Fig. 13: (a) squeezed vacuum at δ > δth, (b) two phase de-
generate oscill tor s at s a |δ| < δth, and (c) coexisting os-
cillations and ground state at δ < −δth.
2. Quantum cat states
In spit of cumbersome form of the density matrix of
parametric oscillator68–70 and compl x physic of quan-
tum interstate transitions71–73, the question about the
nature of the quantum ground st t in the parametric
os illator has a surprisingly simple answer in the case of
undamped cavity74,75. Let us revisit the Ha iltonian for
the degenerate resonance, Eq. (15), an present it in a
factorized form, assuming detuning δ = −αn/2,
H = −~αn
2
(
a†2 +
n
αn
)(
a2 +
n
αn
)
+
~2n
2αn
. (51)
Let us then consider a Glauber coherent state |β〉,
|β〉 = e−|β|2/2
∑
n
βn
n!
(a†)n|0〉 (52)
and apply the Hamiltonian to such a state. Remember-
ing that the coherent state is an eigenstate of an anni-
hilation operator, a|β〉 = β|β〉, we find that the states,
|β±〉 = | ± i
√
n/αn〉, are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
(51). Moreover, the average values of the state ampli-
tudes, 〈β±| a |β±〉 = ±i
√
n/αn, coincide with the earlier
found quasiclassical amplitudes in Eqs. (49)-(50) in the
limit αn  n, Γn = 0. Thus one concludes that the
stationary state of an undamped parametric oscillator is
a quantum cat state - a superposition of the two coherent
states,
|Ψ〉 = C1 |i
√
n/αn〉+ C2 | − i
√
n/αn〉 . (53)
3. Application to qubit readout
The existence of parametric oscillation within a well
defined interval of detuning can be employed for qubit
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fidelity. The peak appearing in the centre of the blue trace arises
mainly from qubit relaxation before and during the read-out. We
analyse this and other contributions in the next section, as well as
in Supplementary Note 1 and Supplementary Fig. 4.
To extract the measurement fidelity from the histograms, we
plot the cumulative distribution function of each of the two traces
in Fig. 5c, by summing up the histogram counts symmetrically
from the centre and outward, using a voltage threshold, Vth. From
these sums, we obtain the S-curves of the probability to find the
qubit in its ground state as a function of the voltage threshold
value—see Fig. 5d. We define the fidelity of the measurement as
the maximum separation between the two S-curves.
Discussion
To evaluate the fidelity of the read-out itself, as compared with
the fidelity loss associated with qubit errors, we now present an
error budget. From the histograms in Fig. 5c, we can account for
81.5% of the population, thus missing 18.5%. To understand the
remaining contributions, we run a Monte Carlo simulation of the
qubit population, consisting of the same number of 105 read-out
cycles as in the measured histograms. The simulation results are
binned in the same way as the measurements, using the Gaussian
fits as boundaries, and taking into account the following statistics:
first, qubit relaxation and preparation errors; second, thermal
population of the qubit; third, spurious switching events by
p-radians of the oscillator phase during read-out (yielding a
reduced sampled voltage); and fourth, peak separation error due
to the limited SNR.
We find that the main contribution to the loss of fidelity is due
to qubit relaxation before and during the read-out. From the
measured relaxation time, T1¼ 4.24±0.21 ms, we obtain a fidelity
loss of 11.6±0.5%. However, this error can be reduced
substantially (to o0.5%) by introducing a Purcell band-pass
filter27–29 at the output of the JPO; since the qubit is detuned
from the JPO, this decreases its relaxation into the 50-O
transmission line. Such a filter would allow us to increase the
resonator damping rate, G0, substantially reducing the read-out
time without compromising T1. This is shown in Supplementary
Note 2 and Supplementary Table 2. Note, however, that an
increased resonator damping rate yields an increased width of the
parametric oscillation region: consequently, the qubit–resonator
coupling, g01, and detuning, D, need to be chosen accordingly to
render a sufficiently large dispersive frequency shift.
From the simulation, we further attribute 4.5±0.3% to qubit
preparation errors. Another 1.1±0.4% can be explained from
thermal population of the qubit; the effective qubit temperature is
Tq¼ 45±3mK. By adding these fidelity loss contributions due to
the qubit to the measured state discrimination, we can account
for 81.5%þ 11.6±0.5%þ 4.5±0.3%þ 1.1±0.4%¼ 98.7±1.2%.
There are also errors introduced by the parametric oscillator
itself: switchings between the p-shifted oscillating states reduce
the overall measured voltage. We performed a separate control
measurement that yielded 2.4±0.5% switching probability, which
translates into a maximal fidelity loss of half of that, 1.2±0.25%.
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Figure 4 | Parametric oscillations and state discrimination. Output field of the resonator when the qubit is in its (a) ground state |0i and (b) excited
state |1i. (c) Contour plot of the state discrimination within the two parametric oscillation regions. The black circle in the left region, located at
d|0i/G¼  5.34, E=G ¼ 3:56, represents the bias point used throughout the rest of the analysis. The state discrimination in this point is 81.5%.
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Figure 5 | Quadrature voltage histograms of the parametric oscillator
output collected after digital sampling. The pump bias point was
d|0i/G¼  5.34, E=G ¼ 3:56. In (a), the qubit was in its ground state;
in (b), a p-pulse was applied before the read-out pulse. (c) 1D histograms of
the in-phase voltage component, VI, from the quadrature histograms in a
and b. The black and white solid lines are Gaussian fits, from which we
extracted a signal-to-noise ratio of 3.39. (d) Cumulative distribution
functions, corresponding to the |0i and |1i states, obtained by sweeping a
threshold voltage, Vth, from the centre of the two histograms (VI¼0). The
maximum separation between the two S-curves yields a state
discrimination of 81.5%.
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FIG. 16. Output radiation of parametrically pumped cavity
with dispersively coupled qubit, f r the ground state (a) and
excited state (b) of the qubit, 2χ is a dispersive shift produced
by the qubit; the low intensity spot in panel (b) is due to qubit
relaxation during measurement77.
readout. In c-QED the qubit readout is commonly real-
ized by coupling the qubit to a linear cavity and measur-
ing the cavity resonance6. When the qubit is dispersively
coupled to the cavity, it shifts the cavity resonance, and
this shift depends on n the state of he qubit. For a
trong qubi -c vity coupling frequ ncy ift exceeds
the cavity bandwidth, which enables a single shot read-
out. The probing signal is usually weak and requires
subsequent parametric amplification. The idea of mea-
surement method based on parametric oscillation and re-
alized in76,77 is to combine the readout cavity and para-
metric amplifier in one device. This is illustrated with
experimental data in Fig. 16: the panel (a) shows inten-
sity of parametric radiation as function of pump detuning
and strength hen the qubit is in the grou d state, while
the panel (b) shows that when the qubit is in the excited
stat . The distance between the bright regions exceeds
e dispersive offset, 2χ, exerted by qubit. The low
intensity spot in the panel (b) is due to the qubit relax-
ation during the measurement.
B. Nondegenerate oscillations
Consider now the nondegenerate resonance, and first
examine the quasiclassical version of Eq. (13) using the
balanced mode model. In this case, the instability pic-
ture is exactly the same as for the degenerate resonance.
The instability occurs within the interval, Eq. (48). The
self-sustained oscillations appear in both parametrically
coupled modes having frequencies, ωj + δ, and equal in-
tensities, |An|2 = |Am|2. The latter is giv by slightly
modified Eq. (49), wh re the Kerr coefficient is replaced,
αn → 3αn because of the cross-Kerr effect. The major
difference here is in the phase properties of the oscilla-
tions. The sum of the oscillation phases, Θ = θn + θm, is
rigorously defined with the same equation as in the de-
generate case, sin Θ = Γn/n, however the difference of
the phases, ψ = θn− θm is arbitrary. This implies a con-
tinuous degeneracy of the oscillations with respect to the
phase, which is qualitatively different from the discrete
(double) phase degeneracy of the degenerate oscillation.
NONDEGENERATE PARAMETRIC OSCILLATIONS IN A … PHYSICAL REVIEW B 97, 144502 (2018)
FIG. 2. Parametric instability. Measured photon spectral densities
of the output from modes 3 (left) and 4 (right). The parametric
pump has an amplitude  and is applied at a detuning δ = 0.26.
The detection frequency detunings δn are relative to each respective
rotating frame. The dashed lines are the radiation frequencies from
Eq. (5).
as shown in Fig. 2. The radiation is detected at a frequency ωd ,
associated with the excited resonator modes but deviating from
the respective rotating frame, δn = ωd − (ωn + δ), in good
agreement with a theoretical prediction [21],
δ3 = −δ4 = δ3 − 4
3 + 4 . (4)
With a further increase of the pump power, the radiation
frequencies shift, as shown in Fig. 2. This shift is accurately
described by the equation [21]
δ3() = −δ4() = 
0 = 3ζ4 − 4ζ3
3 + 4 . (5)
The instability of the resonator ground state occurs within
an interval of the pump detuning,
|δ| < δth() = 3 + 42
√
2
2
− 1. (6)
This criterion defines three regions in the -δ plane, as pre-
sented in Fig. 3:
(I) At  <  or δ > δth() only the ground state, An = 0, is
stable.
(II) At  >  and |δ| < δth() the ground state is unstable,
and self-sustained oscillations emerge.
(III) At  >  and δ < −δth() the ground state regains
stability, while the self-sustained oscillations persist; this is a
bistability region.
2. Output intensities
A quantitative analysis of the intensity of the oscillations is
performed by solving Eq. (2),
|A3|2 = 24(δth() − δ)
α34 + α43 + 2α(3 + 4) , (7)
|A4|2 = 3
4
|A3|2. (8)
The output intensity is given by the relation |Cn|2 = 2n0|An|2;
for the experimentally extracted external and total losses,
|C3|2 ≈ |C4|2.
The measured output intensities are shown in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b), while the computed intensities of the oscillations
I
IIIII
(a)
(c)
(b)
(d)
(e)
I
IIIII
I
IIIII
I
IIIII
IIIII
Mode 3
Theory
Mode 4
Theory
Mode 3
Data
Mode 4
Data
I
(f )
III
FIG. 3. Nondegenerate pumping of modes n = 3 and 4 at the
frequency ωp = ω3 + ω4 + 2δ. (a) and (b) Experimentally measured
and (c) and (d) theoretically calculated output intensities |Cn|2 vs
pump detuning δ and amplitude . I–III indicate the three different
stability regions described in the main text. (e) Horizontal line cuts of
(a)–(d) at  = 3. (f) Vertical line cuts of (a)–(d) at δ = 0. In (e) and
(f) the dots are measured values, and solid lines are calculated from
theory. The data and the theory for mode 4 are offset in the positive
y direction for clarity.
are shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). The output intensities as
a function of the pump detuning at a fixed pump amplitude
 = 3 are presented in Fig. 3(e). The data and the theory are
in excellent agreement in region II and down to δ ≈ −4.5 in
region III, implying that the system is mostly in the excited
state up to this point. Below δ ≈ −4.5, the measured output
intensities decrease, indicating a system preference to occupy
the ground state. Figure 3(f) illustrates the growth of the output
intensities with the pump amplitude at δ = 0, also showing
good agreement with the theory.
The slope of the output intensity with respect to δ in Fig. 3(e)
defines a relation between the Kerr coefficients; a second
relation is given by the coefficient of the linear dependence
of the oscillation frequency in Eq. (5) versus the oscillation
intensity. Fitting the data in Figs. 2 and 3(e) with Eqs. (5) to (8)
yields the values α3/2π = 71 KHz and α4/2π = 178 KHz.
Furthermore, the data in Fig. 3(f) are in good agreement with
Eqs. (6) and (7), which allows us to establish a scaling between
the amplitude of the signal applied to the flux line and . This
scaling is also consistent with the data in Fig. 2.
3. Phase dynamics
We further investigate the phase properties of the para-
metric oscillations. To this end, we choose the point in
144502-3
FIG. 17. Nondegenerate parametric oscillations of modes
n = 3 and n = 4 observed experimentally67 emerge at finite
detuning from the resonance, ωj + δ, and exhibit frequency
drift with increasing pumping in ensity, in accord with the
theory, Eqs. (54) and (55).
In realistic case of different mod parameters, the sit-
uation is more complex, as it foll ws from nalysis of
Eq. (34). First, the instability occurs at finite detuning,
∆ =
Γn − Γm
Γn + Γm
δ , (54)
and the detuning of the emerging oscillation grows with
increasing pumping strength,
∆(nm) =
Γnζm − Γmζn
Γn + Γm
. (55)
These properties of nondegenerate oscillations are con-
firmed in experiment, as shown i Fig 17. Further-
more, the intracavity oscillation intensities are different,
|An|2/|Am|2 = Γm/Γn, however the output intensities
are equal, |Cn|2 = |Cm|2. The latter can be interpreted
quantum mechanically as a creation of photons in pairs,
giving equal number of photons in each mode. The oscil-
lation amplitudes have quantitative difference from the
degenerate oscillator,
|An|2 = 2(−δ ∓ δth)Γm
αnΓm + αmΓn + 2α(Γn + Γm)
, (56)
as well as the threshold detuning th t defines the ground
state instability region,
δ2 < δ2th =
(Γn + Γm)
2
4ΓnΓm
(2nm − ΓnΓm) . (57)
However, both quantities have the same dependence on
the pumping strength as in the degenerate case. Finally,
the equation for the sum of oscillation phases extends in
a predictable way the result of Eq. (50),
sin Θ =
√
ΓnΓm
nm
, Θ ∈ (pi
2
, pi) . (58)
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(a) (b) (e)
(c) (d) (f )
FIG. 4. Phase-space distributions for nondegenerate parametric
oscillations measured at the point indicated by the white circles in
Fig. 2. (a) and (b) The distributions for modes 3 and 4. The color scale
is proportional to the number of counts in each bin. (c) and (d) Two
out of four cross-quadrature histograms, showing clear anticorrelation
between the mode phases θn. (e) Evolution of the phases θn in time. (f)
Spectrum of the fractional frequency fluctuations Sy of the parametric
oscillations in mode 3. The solid line shows a combination of 1/f and
white noise.
the δ- space indicated by the white circles in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b) and acquire 1 million samples for the quadratures
In(t) and Qn(t) during 2.5 s of measurement time. By cre-
ating two-dimensional histograms, we present the data in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The oscillations have a finite average
amplitude, while the phase is evenly distributed between −π
and π . This observation supports the theoretical prediction
about a continuous degeneracy of the oscillator state with
respect to the phase [21]. More precisely, the oscillator phases
|An|eiθn respect the constraint
θ3 + θ4 = ,  ∈ {π/2,π},
tan  = − 1√
2/2 − 1 , (9)
while the difference of the phases, ψ = θ3 − θ4, is arbitrary.
Such a degeneracy gives rise to phase diffusion under the effect
of vacuum fluctuations, which underlines the broadening of the
spectrum of the output signal in Fig. 2.
To reveal the intermode phase correlation, we synchronize
the digitizers by using a common trigger. This allows us
to create the cross-quadrature histograms I3, I4 and Q3,Q4
in a way analogous to the phase-space distributions. Fig-
ures 4(c) and 4(d) present the cross-quadrature histograms for
quadratures chosen such that their common output phase 
is compensated by the phases of the local oscillators. With
such a choice, the histograms exhibit the relations I3 = I4
and Q3 = −Q4. To further illustrate the phase anticorrelation
property, we plot in Fig. 4(e) a time-evolution realization of the
phases of the two modes. A similar behavior was observed in a
mechanical resonator with a dominant Kerr nonlinearity [34].
The effective frequency-noise spectrum can be extracted
from the phase evolution. It is presented for mode 3 in Fig. 4(f).
The spectrum is in good agreement with a 1/f component
combined with white noise. The origin of the low-frequency
ωp/2 ω
Δs
ω3 
-Δs Δs
ω4 
-Δs
FIG. 5. Frequency diagram of the four-mode amplification. The
dashed line is the parametric pump, the thick red lines are the
parametric oscillations, the thin black line is the coherent signal,
the thin red line is the primary idler, and the thick blue lines are
the secondary idlers.
noise is most likely due to flux noise through the SQUID loop,
which is known to have a 1/f spectrum [36].
B. Response to an external signal
In this section, we explore the response of the NJPO to
an external coherent input. The linear response of parametric
systems to weak external signals exposes many properties
of quantum noise. For instance, the presence of an idler
in parametric amplification below the parametric instability
threshold defines the structure of a squeezed vacuum and two-
mode entanglement of the output photons [4–6]. This is true
for both degenerate and nondegenerate parametric resonances,
with the only difference being that for the nondegenerate case,
the idler has a frequency far detuned from the signal frequency
and appears within the bandwidth of the conjugated mode [22],
while for the degenerate case, the idler appears within the
bandwidth of the signal mode.
Above the threshold, the situation is qualitatively similar
for the JPO [13]. However, for the NJPO, the situation is quite
different. Here, the strong fields produced by the parametric
oscillations in the two resonator modes generate, through
a four-mode mixing mechanism, two additional idlers [21]
(see Fig. 5). The intensities of these secondary idlers are
proportional to the oscillation intensities |An|2, while the
intensity of the primary idler is defined by, and proportional to,
the flux pump intensity 2. This process of four-mode amplifi-
cation should result in four-mode quantum noise squeezing.
The output noise should also be influenced by the strong
fluctuations of the oscillation phases discussed above.
In this section, we present data that corroborate the presence
of the three idlers in the NJPO response. In addition, we observe
two effects that imply a strong influence of the input signal on
the oscillator phase dynamics: phase locking and frequency
synchronization.
1. Injection locking
It is generally known that in self-sustained oscillators
possessing phase degeneracy, large phase fluctuations can be
suppressed by injecting a small, but frequency stable, signal
in resonance with the oscillator [37]. This effect is explained
by a violation of the symmetry of the phase degeneracy by
external driving. The phase-locking effect has been observed
in a nondegenerate optical parametric oscillator [38]. For our
system, it has been shown [21] that applying an input with the
same frequency as the oscillator frequency locks the oscillator
144502-4
FIG. 18. Measured quadrature histograms of non-degenerate
parametric oscillations in modes n = 3 and n = 467. Panels
(a-b): oscillation phases in both modes are evenly spread un-
der effect of noise due to a phase diffusion. Panels (c-d): the
quadratures of different modes are anti-correlated, confirming
the preservation of the sum of the mode phases, Eq. (58)
In Fig. 18(a-b) experimental histograms in quadrature
space are presented for output intensities in both os-
cillating modes67. The histograms have donut shapes
that indicate continuous phase degeneracy. In absence
of environmental noise, which is assumed in our calcu-
lation, the phases would have specific values defined by
initial conditions. In practice, the presence of noise in-
duces a phase diffusion that spreads the phases homoge-
neously in the steady state. This behavior is common
for generators with continuous phase degeneracy (e.g.
Van der Pol oscillator78, nondegenerate optical paramet-
ric oscillator79). Panels (c-d) show cross correlations be-
tween ode quadratures demonstrating the rigid con-
straint on the sum of the phases imposed by Eq. (58).
1. Phase locking
Continuous phase degeneracy of non-degenerate para-
metric oscillations and related phase diffusion leads to
considerable broadening of the output linewidth. This
effect is known in lasers and microwave generators,
where it is eliminated, in particular, by injecting a
weak on-resonance signal.80 To illustrate the mecha-
nism of t e injection phase locking let us consider
the degenerate parametric resonance and add a driving
term,
√
2Γn|Bn|(eiθBA∗n + e−iθBAn), to the quasiclassi-
cal metapotential, Eq. (16). Proceeding to polar coordi-
nates, Qn+iPn = Rneiθn , we get (dropping mode index),
H(R, θ) =− δ
2
R2 − α
8
R4 − R2 cos 2θ
+ 2
√
Γ|B|R cos(θ − θB) . (59)
Then we see that the unperturbed metapotential obeys
the symmetry θ → θ+pi, and it is violated by the driving
term. This introduces asymmetry in the metapotential,
as illustrated in Fig. 19, which is also seen in the phase
portraits in Fig. 13 and manifested by the splitted re-
sponse line in this figure. Due to the asymmetry, one
of the formerly degenerate st ady states will be low r in
energy than the other and thus will be populated with
higher probability. If the asymmetry is made sufficiently
strong, only this state will persist. The phase locking
effect was employed for qubit readout in the parametric
oscillation regime76.
Xθ
Η
FIG. 19. Tilted metapotential of the degenerate oscillator,
cut along optimum phase direction.
Similar argument applies to the nondegenerate oscilla-
tor, the tilt of the metapotential produced by the driving
term removes the phase degeneracy. The value of the
ocked phase is determined by the phase of the input,
the corresponding relation was found in46 for balanced
mode model,
θn = θB − arctan (Γ/ζ−) . (60)
The phase locking effect was observed experimentally67,
the resulting quadrature histograms are presented in
Fig. 20(a-b). Here the spread of the phase in both modes
(shown for mode 3) diminishes with increasing strength
of the locking inpu . Correspondingly, the radiation line
width dramatically decreases, by several orders of mag-
nitude for few photon input, panel (c).
C. Subharmonic oscillations
In this section we consider a different class of oscil-
latory states - subharmonic oscilla ions37,81 that are as-
sociated with temporal modulation of the nonlinearity
coefficients82,83. As it was mentioned before, the modu-
lation of the magnetic flux through the SQUID affects all
the harmonics of the Josephson inductance. Here we will
see that driving the flux with frequency close to multiples
of a mode frequency, Ω ≈ Nωn will excite oscillation of
this mode.
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FIG. 20. Phase locking effect under injection of on-resonance
signal67. (a-b) Histograms for output of mode n = 3 at
different injected photon numbers, indicating suppression of
phase diffusion under increasing injection. (c) Measured out-
put photon spectral density (in dB) at different injected pho-
ton injection numbers, the linewidth decreases by orders of
magnitude with increasing number of injected photons.
In Fig. 21 we present the histograms of the cavity out-
put, when it is parametrically driven with frequencies
close to multiples of the fundamental cavity mode, 3ω0,
4ω0 and 5ω083. The outputs presented in right panels
exhibit multiple bright spots indicating multiple phase
degeneracy of the oscillatory states. At the left panels
these states appear to coexist with the ground state of
the cavity (cf. Fig. 15 for the degenerate parametric os-
cillator).
To understand the origin of these subharmonic oscilla-
tory states we revisit Eq. (4) for the Josephson potential
and retain in the driving term, ∝ δf , higher order terms
with respect to the phase, ∝ φn(d, t). Then one finds
that for the driving frequency Ω ≈ Nω0 the N -th order
term of the expansion is resonant. At the same time,
the lowest order Kerr term in the static part of the po-
tential remains dominant. As a result, the quasiclassical
Langevin equation takes the form (omitting mode index),
iA˙+ (δ + iΓ + α|A|2)A+ (N)(A∗)N−1 = 0. (61)
The pumping coefficient here has a general form,
~(N) = cN
δf
2
EJ sin
F
2
sN0 , (62)
where cN is a numerical coefficient, the Kerr coefficient
α is the same as in Eq. (11).
Introducing the amplitude and the phase of the oscil-
lation, A = |A|eiθ, we find stationary values of the phase,
θ = θ0 +
2pik
N
, k = 1, . . . N, sin(Nθ0) =
Γ
(N)|A|N−2 .
(63)
Thus the solution has a discrete, N -fold phase degener-
acy, which is a general property of subharmonic oscil-
lations. This is illustrated in Fig. 22 with a phase por-
trait for the lowest order subharmonic oscillation, N = 3.
There are three stationary excited states with equal am-
plitude absolute values that are phase shifted by 2pi/3.
(a) (b)
(c)
(f)
(d)
(e)
FIG. 21. Experimentally measured histograms of N=3 (a,b),
N=4 (c,d) and N=5 (e,f) subharmonic oscillations demon-
strate N-fold phase degeneracy of oscillator states84. Central
bright spot at left panels indicates cavity ground state, other
bright spots refer to oscillator excited states; histograms in the
left panels are measured at the edge of the oscillation visibility
demonstrating cross over to the ground state; histograms in
the right panels are measured in the region of intense output.
Blurred lines on panels (c)-(d) reveal interstate transitions.
As the expansion of cosφ(d, t) in Eq. (4) produces only
even orders of φ, the above derivation only holds for even
subharmonics, N = 2k. To excite the odd subharmonics,
N = 2k + 1, one should employ an asymmetric SQUID
with different Josephson energies of the junctions, EJ1−
EJ2 = 2E− 6= 083. In this case, the potential in Eq. (4)
acquires an additional term proportional to the SQUID
asymmetry, −2E− sin[f(t)/2] sinφ(d, t), which contains
the odd-order terms. Linearization over δf(t) yields
the driving term, −δf(t)(E−/ cos(F/2)) sin(φ(d, t)−φ0),
that enables excitation of the odd subharmonic oscilla-
tions being driven with the odd multiples of the mode
frequency (here φ0 ∝ E− is a static phase shift). The
pumping coefficient in this case has the form, ~N =
cN (δf/2)E− cos(F/2)sN0 (for small asymmetry), which
has similar scaling with growing N as the even subhar-
monics.
In the case of odd subharmonics, however, an addi-
tional effect occurs: The driving term here contains a
linear component ∝ φ(d, t), which results in injection of
pumping field directly into the cavity. The amplitude of
this field can be appreciable if the pumping frequency
is close to one of the cavity resonances. This intracav-
ity field produces an additional pumping effect, current
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FIG. 6. (a) Growth of the intensity of subharmonic oscillations with red detuning for five different flux bias values. (b) Slopes of the data
traces in (a) plotted versus magnetic flux (blue circles); the red line is the theory prediction [Eqs. (8) and (12)]. (c) Threshold detunings for
subharmonic oscillations at different magnetic flux values; blue dots show experimental data, and the red line shows theory (see comment in
the text).
resonator fundamental mode and in a finite interval of drive
power. Due to the proximity of the second resonator mode
to the drive tone, the down-conversion efficiency is strongly
enhanced, enabling access to the subharmonic oscillation
regime. A theory for the two-mode subharmonic resonance
was developed to explain the observations. The theoretical
predictions are in good quantitative agreement with the
experimental observations regarding the boundary of exis-
tence of oscillations, maximum output power, and frequency
threshold.
Our successful implementation of an intermode interaction
of the a†31 a2 type may in the future be used to create
multiphoton entanglement and multicomponent macroscopic
cat states [12].
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we derive quasiclassical solutions to
Eq. (1), identify the stable solutions, and discuss the solu-
tion properties relevant for quantitative interpretation of the
experimental data.
Before proceeding with solving Eq. (1), we reproduce the
spectral equation for the tunable resonator [26,31] that is used
for fitting the data in Fig. 3 and justifies the two-mode model
for the resonator,
(knd) tan knd = 2EJ ()
EL,cav
− 2CJ
Ccav
(knd)2. (A1)
Here, kn = ωn/v is the mode wave vector, d is the length of
the resonator, EL,cav is the inductive energy of the resonator,
Ccav is the resonator capacitance, CJ  Ccav is the Josephson
junction capacitance, and 2EJ () = 2EJ cos(π/0) is the
Josephson energy of the SQUID.
It is useful to note that the quasiclassical version of the
Hamiltonian (2), a metapotential, can be written in terms of
quadratures, [pn = Re(an), qn = Im(an)], of the form
H (pn,qn)/h¯ = −
∑
n
[
δn
(
p2n + q2n
)+ αn(p2n + q2n)2]
− 2α (p21 + q21)(p22 + q22)
+ α˜
3
[
q1q2
(
q21 − 3p21
)− p1p2(p21 − 3q21)].
(A2)
The phase portrait for the period-tripling subharmonic oscilla-
tor defined by this metapotential is presented in Fig. 7. It gives
general information about the structure of the subharmonic
oscillator stable steady states: they consist of four states,
including the trivial ground state at the origin, p1 = q1 = 0,
and the three nontrivial states corresponding to the excited
oscillator.
To establish the stability of the trivial solution to Eq. (1),
a1 = 0, we linearize this equation and assume time dependence
p1
q 1
20
0
-20
200-20
FIG. 7. Phase portrait for the subharmonic dynamics of the
resonator fundamental mode defined by the metapotential, Eq. (A2),
with fixed values p2 and q2 given by the experimental data point
δ1/2π = −12 MHz and |B2|2 = 6.25 × 1010 photons/s.
174503-6
FIG. 22. Phase portrait of the third order subharmonic os-
cillation, the period tripling85.The oscillator has four steady
states - the ground state at the origin, and three excited states
at equal distance from the origin having phases shifted by
2pi/3; all these states are stable.
pumping, similar to the degenerate parametric resonance
discussed in Sec. IIID for amplification of weak signal in
presence of strong field. The effective pumping strength
then gets an addition ∝ sN−10 smAm, where Am is the
amplitude of excited cavity mode. This intracavity field
also produces a cross Kerr effect, ∝ |Am|2.
Detuning δ [MHz]
FIG. 23. Experimentally measured output intensity of N=3
oscillation as function of detuning and driving power; the
oscillation spreads far outside the cavity bandwidth (< 200
KHz) towards the red detuning, oscillation intensity increases
with increasing detuning. (Adopted from51, courtesy of I.-M.
Svensson.)
The period tripling oscillation was experimentally
studied in detail in Ref.85. The ntensity of the observed
output is presented in Fig. 23. Appreciable output signal
is detected within a rather narrow strip of pumping inten-
sity but vast region of negative detuning, starting from
near exact resonance and spreading far beyond the cavity
bandwidth (Γ0/2pi = 190 KHz). Moreover, the output in-
tensity is found to grow with the detuning. This is clearly
due to the Kerr effect, which shifts the cavity resonance
proportionally to the field intensity. To achieve a better
control over the device parameters and enable quantita-
tive comparison with the theory, the current pumping
scheme was employed. The flux pumping was disabled
and instead a strong calibrated signal was injected into
the cavity with frequency Ω = 3(ω0 + δ), and the re-
sponse was measured at ω0 + δ. Comparison with theory
gives a good agreement for the frequency threshold and
the upper boundary of of the oscillation region, which
coincides with the theoretical boundary of the oscillation
existence85. However, the observed lower boundary lies
far above the theoretical prediction. This can be un-
derstood as an indication of the first order phase transi-
tion between the oscillator excited states and the ground
state, which is analogous to the behaviour of the para-
metric oscillations at red detuning discussed in Sec. IVA
and shown in Fig. 14. An important difference of the pe-
riod tripling oscillation from the parametric oscillation is
that they do not emerge as the result of instability of the
ground state - the latter always maintains stability. The
oscillation amplitude jumps to a finite value at the edge
of existence and maintains stability within the whole re-
gion of existence.
V. QUANTUM FLUCTUATIONS
So far we studied parametric phenomena in the clas-
sical domain. Now we proceed to discussion of quantum
properties of output radiation: quantum statistics and
correlation functions of outgoing photons. We limit our
discussion to small quantum fluctuations around classi-
cal steady states. These fluctuations are conveniently
described with linearized Langevin equations. Applica-
tion of Langevin equations to large quantum fluctua-
tions, like critical fluctuations near the instability thresh-
old or quantum jumps within multistability regions, re-
quires solving nonlinear operator equations. To circum-
vent this difficulty alternative methods are applied. Some
exact results on critical fluctuations were obtained with
a master equation approach 68–70, quantum transitions
among degenerate oscillatory states were investigated in
Refs.71–73,82,89.
From the physics viewpoint the noise of the output
radiation results from the environmental noise that en-
ters the input port and is "processed" by the paramet-
rically driven cavity. For equilibrium environment the
input noise consists of the classical thermal component
and the quantum noise. In what follows we restrict to the
zero temperature of the environment and consider only
quantum noise originated from the vacuum fluctuations.
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A. Squeezed vacuum
1. Two-mode entanglement
In the linear amplification regime, the output noise
consists of coupled signal and idler modes, Eq. (21).
In the quantum regime the photons of these modes are
strongly correlated. The quantum properties of output
noise are fully described with the quantum BT, Eq. (21)
where quantities cj(∆) are bosonic operators satisfying
commutation relations, [cj(∆), c
†
j′(∆
′)] = δjj′δ(∆ −∆′).
The uv-coefficients are given by Eqs. (22)-(23). The cor-
relation of two modes is also relevant for the nonlinear
amplification under the degenerate resonance, when a
classical field from either input signal or parametric os-
cillation fills the cavity. The results obtained below are
extended to this case simply by including the correspond-
ing cross-Kerr effect, δ → ζn, Eq. (33).
Consider a single quantum noise mode associated with
detuning ∆. The input vacuum state is defined by rela-
tion bn(∆)|0〉 = 0. The output state for such an input is
not a vacuum state, cn(∆)|0〉 6= 0. To evaluate the out-
put vacuum state we consider a unitary transformation
that generates the BT86,
cn(∆) = S bn(∆)S
† , (64)
S = exp
[∫ ∞
−∞
d∆′ξ∗(∆′)bn(∆′)bm(−∆′)−H.c.
]
.
It is straightforward to check that this transformation
reproduces Eq. (21), up to a phase factor, if ξ(∆) =
r(∆)eiρ(∆), where ρ(∆) = arg (vn(∆)/un(∆)) is mode
independent. The operator, (64) is the squeezing opera-
tor that transforms the input vacuum into the squeezed
output vacuum |0′〉87,88
|0′〉 = S|0〉
=
∞∑
N=0
gN (∆)
cosh r(∆)
|N(n,∆)〉 |N(m,−∆)〉 , (65)
where g(∆) = − tanh r(∆)eiρ(∆) = −vn(∆)/un(∆), and
|N(n,∆)〉 is the N-photon state at frequency ∆ in cor-
responding rotating frame. The squeezed vacuum con-
sists therefore of the superposition of multiphoton states,
each consisting of equal number of photons of modes
(n,∆) and (m,−∆). These modes are therefore entan-
gled, while states with different |∆| are uncorrelated.
The squeezing operator for the degenerate resonance
has similar form as Eq. (64), where m = n and the lower
integration limit is set to zero.
The squeezed vacuum has close resemblance to the
BCS ground state in the theory of superconductivity (cf.
Ref.90). Indeed, consider the limit of small squeezing pa-
rameter, r  1, then Eq. (65) is an expansion over this
small parameter, and in lowest order it reduces to,
|0′〉 ∝ (u(∆)− v(∆)b†n(∆)b†m(−∆) |0〉 . (66)
This is the exact analog of the BCS ground state91,
where the fermionic operators are replaced with bosonic
ones, and the correlated states, (p, σ) and(−p,−σ), in the
momentum-spin space of a superconductor are replaced
with the correlated modes, (n,∆) and (m,−∆).
It is interesting that complex correlated structure of
the output noise cannot be observed by measuring a sin-
gle mode. In such a measurement one gets access only
to the reduced density matrix of the mode, which is ob-
tained by averaging the two-mode density matrix of the
squeezed vacuum over the second mode,
ρn = Trm|0′〉〈0′|
=
∞∑
N=0
[tanh2 r(∆)]N
cosh2 r(∆)
|N(n,∆)〉〈N(n,∆)|. (67)
This equation describes a photon thermal state with an
effective temperature,
kT ∗(∆) =
~∆
ln tanh2 r(∆)
. (68)
The degree of the photon-photon correlation is
quantified with the entanglement entropy92, E[ρn] =
−Tr (ρn ln ρn). Such a function is equal to zero for a
pure product state. For the squeezed vacuum,
E[ρn] = (69)
cosh2 r(∆) ln cosh2 r(∆)− sinh2 r(∆) ln sinh2 r(∆).
At the zero squeezing parameter the entanglement en-
tropy vanishes, and it grows with increasing squeezing pa-
rameter, E[ρn] ∼ 2r(∆) at r  1. The maximum value
of the entanglement can be estimated using Eqs. (35)-
(36) for the maximum gain at the parametric threshold.
Assuming for the vacuum state, |B|2/Γ ∼ 1, and bearing
in mind the relation, 2r ≈ lnG, we find39,
maxE[ρn] ≈ 2
3
ln
Γn
αn
(70)
All the essential parametric cavity characteristics are
quantified with the squeezing parameter: gain, squeez-
ing, entanglement, effective vacuum temperature, and
they have maximum values defined by the ratio of the
dissipation over the nonlinearity.
2. Four-mode entanglement
The results of the previous section do not directly ap-
ply to the noise in presence of a strong signal under non-
degenerate resonance. It is because now four modes be-
come coupled. To find the form of the squeezing operator
in this case we resort to the balanced mode model and
BT in the supermode basis, Eqs. (42)-(43). These equa-
tions have the form of the equations for the degenerate
resonance, and therefore they can be written on the form,
cσ = SbσS
†, with the squeezing operator being the prod-
uct of operators in Eq. (64) for both supermodes,
S = e
∑
σ
∫∞
0
d∆′ξ∗σ(∆
′)bσ(∆′)bσ(−∆′)−H.c. , (71)
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here ξσ(∆) = rσ(∆)eiρσ(∆), ρσ(∆) = arg( vσ(∆)/uσ(∆)).
To get equation for the squeezed vacuum in the original
basis, we note that S is a scalar in the supermode space,
therefore it is not affected under rotation to the original
basis. Furthermore, presenting the exponent in Eq. (71)
in the original basis, we get46,
|0′〉 = 1
cosh r+(∆) cosh r−(∆)
× exp
[
g+ + g−
2
(
eiψb†n(∆)b
†
n(−∆) + e−iψb†m(∆)b†m(−∆)
)]
× exp
[
g+ − g−
2
(
b†n(∆)b
†
m(−∆) + b†m(∆)b†n(−∆)
)] |0〉 ,
where gσ = − tanh rσeiρσ . This four-mode squeezed vac-
uum is a superposition of multiphoton states that con-
tain all possible pairwise combinations from the quartet,
(1,±∆), (2,±∆). It is worth noting that the admix-
ture of the pairs from the same mode (second line in the
equation) is entirely defined by the intracavity field, An,
while the coefficient g+ + g− turns to zero when An → 0.
Furthermore, this contribution is sensitive to the phase
difference ψ of the strong field modes. All the properties
of the four-mode squeezed output can be evaluated using
the supermode basis.
B. Homodyne detection and SNR
In circuit-QED the output field is measured by mea-
suring voltage at the output port. The voltage is related
to the phase of the output field via the Josephson re-
lation, V (t) = (~/2e)φ˙(t, 0), hence it represents one of
the quadrature. The measurement is usually done by
using a homodyne detection scheme: the output field
is mixed with a strong field of a local oscillator (LO),
ALOe
i(ωn+δ)t+iθ + c.c., and a low frequency envelope is
filtered out producing a quadrature that depends on the
phase of the local oscillator? ,
Xθ(t) = [(Cn(t) + cn(t)) e
−iθ + h.c.] . (72)
The spectrum of this output is concentrated around the
frequencies of the measured mode, ωn + δ, within band-
widths, Γn. In Eq. (72) Cn(t) is the classical component
of the output and cn(t) is the noise component repre-
sented by the bosonic operator. Variation of the local
oscillator phase θ allows to explore all the output quadra-
tures.
The output is quantified with a spectral power defined
as,45,78
P (∆) = lim
T→∞
1
2T
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ T
−T
dtX(t)ei∆t
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= P0(∆) + S(∆) ,
(73)
where P0(∆) represents the classical component and has
the form for the on-resonance input tone, ∆ = 0,
P0(∆) = 2piδ(∆)
(
Cne
−iθ + C∗ne
iθ
)2
. (74)
The second term in Eq. (73) describes the noise, and it is
commonly quantified with the squeezing spectral density,
Sθn(∆) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt ei∆t〈xθn(t)xθn(0)〉 . (75)
The quantum expectation values here are evaluated with
respect to the input vacuum state. This spectral density
can be expressed through the Fourier harmonics of the
noise quadratures
xθn(∆) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt√
2pi
ei∆txθn(t)
= cn(∆)e
−iθ + c†n(−∆)eiθ , (76)
giving
Sθn(∆) =
∫ ∞
−∞
d∆′ 〈xθn(∆)xθn(∆′)〉 . (77)
Here we present the noise spectral densities for differ-
ent amplification regimes and evaluate the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) of the output that certifies the amplification
quality. The SNR is defined,
SNR =
P θ0 (∆)
Sθn(∆)
, (78)
where integration is made over some bandwidth,
(−∆¯/2, ∆¯/2). For the input, the signal power is, P θ0 =
8pi|Bn|2 cos2(θ−θB), and vacuum fluctuations have a uni-
form spectral density, Sθn(∆) = 1, establishing a bench-
mark,
(SNR)in,max = 8pi
|Bn|2
∆¯
. (79)
1. Linear amplification
Consider now the the linear amplification under non-
degenerate resonance. The output signal here is, Cn =
un(0)Bn, hence P θ0 = 8piGn(0)|Bn|2 cos2(θ − θB −
arg u(0)). The spectral density of the output noise is
phase insensitive,
Sθn(∆) = (|un(∆)|2 + |vn(−∆)|2) = Gn(∆) +Gm(∆)− 1,
(80)
and gives the ratio, for large gain and sufficiently small
bandwidth, Gn(0) 1, ∆¯ δth,
(SNR)out,max ≈ 8pi
Gn(0)|Bn|2
Sθn(0)∆¯
≈ 1
2
(SNR)in,max.(81)
This result reflects the fact that the signal and noise are
equally amplified in the linear regime, and the reduction
of the SNR by one half is due to the noise contribution
from the idler56,57.
For the degenerate resonance, one has to include the
interference effect both for the signal and the noise. For
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FIG. 24. Linear squeezing spectra Sθn(∆) vs. input detuning
for two-mode squeezing under non-degenerate and degenerate
resonance39,46. Non-degenerate resonance (red solid); degen-
erate resonance, θ = −pi/4 (black dashed) and θ = pi/4 (red
dashed). The amplification (squeezing) is localized in small
detuning interval, ∆  Γj at large gain. [ = 0.95
√
ΓnΓm,
δ = 0, Γm = 3Γn, Γn = Γn0.]
the signal we have, Cn(0) = un(0)Bn(0) + vn(0)B∗n(0),
and in the large-gain limit,
P0(∆) = 32piGn(0)|Bn(0)|2 cos2(χ(0)− θ)
× cos2(θB + η) , (82)
where χ(∆) = (1/2) (arg (un(∆)vn(−∆)). For the noise
we get, using symmetries of the uv-coefficients,
Sθn(∆) = e
−2rn(∆) + 2 sinh 2rn(∆) cos2 (χ(∆)− θ) .
(83)
The noise spectral density is illustrated in Fig. 24 for the
maximum amplification and squeezing directions. For
the large gain and small bandwidth this reduces to,
Sθn(∆) = 4Gn(0) cos
2 (χ(0)− θ) ∆¯ . (84)
Here we see that the θ-dependences of both signal and
noise intensities are the same, giving relation,
(SNR)out,max ≈ 8pi
|Bn|2
∆¯
= (SNR)in,max. (85)
This result is consistent with the well-known property of
linear amplification that there is no added noise under
the phase sensitive amplification56,57.
2. Nonlinear amplification
In the nonlinear amplification regime the gains and
optimal squeezing directions change for both the signal
and the noise because of the Kerr effect. The magni-
tude of the Kerr frequency shifts are however different
for signal and noise (compare Eq. (33), with Eqs. (37)
and (39)). This difference can be seen in Fig. 9: because
of a convex shape of the output vs input curve, the dif-
ferential gain, which characterizes the noise, is smaller
than the gain of a strong signal. Therefore, one should
anticipate enhanced SNR value in the nonlinear regime.
This argument, however, does not take into account ad-
ditional effect of the squeezing: the anisotropy of the
signal gain and of the noise spectral density do not gen-
erally coincide. Ideally one would wish that the direc-
tion of noise squeezing would be close to the direction
of maximum signal amplification. Unfortunately, for the
degenerate resonance it is not the case39. A comparison
of uv-coefficients for signal and noise at large gain close to
the instability threshold, δth  ζn  Γn, shows that the
θ-anisotropy of both quantities is similar, see Fig. 25(a).
Therefore SNR is given by the ratio of gains, for signal
Gn(0) = (2Γ
2
n/ζ
2
n)
2, and for noise, G˜n(0) = (2Γ2n/3ζ2n)2,
thus
(SNR)out,max ≈ 72pi
|Bn|2
∆¯
= 9(SNR)in,max. (86)
This is nine times larger than the linear result, Eq. (85).
Numerical computation presented in Fig. 25(a) supports
this analytical result. Here the bold lines, indicating the
output squeezing power Sθn(∆ = 0) (red solid), and the
normalized signal power P0/|Bn|2 (dark green dashed)
have rather close squeezing directions. In comparison,
the thin lines show these quantities in the linear approx-
imation, ζ˜n = ζn = δ and ˜n = n, when the squeezing
directions exactly coincide.
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FIG. 25. Squeezing of output quantum noise spectral density
and strongly amplified on-resonance signal, (a) for degenerate
resonance at  = 0.95Γ, and (b) for non-degenerate resonance
at  = Γ39,46. Solid red lines refer to quantum noise squeez-
ing spectrum Sθn(0), bold green dashed lines refer to classical
quadrature response P θ0 /|Bn|2. In (a) the squeezing directions
almost coinside for the signal and noise; thin lines show Sθn(0)
(orange solid line) and P0
θ
/|Bn|2 (light green dashed line)
in the linear approximation. In (b) blue dotted lines show
misoriented supermode contributions to Sθn(0); squeezing di-
rection of noise almost coincides with the signal maximum
amplification. [δ = 0, |Bn|2 = 0.1Γ, θB = 0,Γn = Γm, αn =
αm = Γ/100, Γn = Γn0.]
For the non-degenerate resonance the analysis is more
complex due to four-mode squeezing, it can only be
20
done numerically or analytically for the balanced mode
model46. The result of numerics is shown in Fig. 25(b)
for the representative case of signal input, |Bn|2 = 0.1Γn,
at the threshold, n = Γn. The figure compares Sθn(0)
(red line) with the relative spectral power of the signal
P θ0 /|Bn|2 (green dashed line). The contributions from
supermodes have different squeezing directions, shifted
by more than pi/2. While the squeezing direction of the
σ = + supermode (dark blue dotted line) is close to
the squeezing direction of the signal, the squeezing di-
rection of the dominant σ = − supermode (light blue
dotted line) approximately coincides with the maximum
of signal amplification. This results in strong suppres-
sion of the overall noise in the direction of the maxi-
mum signal amplification. The maximum SNR value is
achieved at θ = θB + 0.06pi, where P 0 ≈ 1820pi|Bn|2 and
Snn(0) ≈ 14.5, giving,
(SNR)out,max ≈ 125pi |Bn(0)|
2
∆¯
. (87)
This is about 30 times larger than the linear result,
Eq. (81), and 15 times larger than the input value.
VI. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
Parametric effects in c-QED is a rich and interesting
field of research with great potential for applications in
quantum information technology. The field is far from
being fully explored. Some phenomena, such as quan-
tum limited parametric amplification and frequency con-
version are already included in c-QED toolbox. Other
phenomena are waiting for their exploration, for exam-
ple, phase locking and synchronization effects under non-
degenerate parametric resonance and subharmonic oscil-
lations, or experimental testing of the effect of enhance-
ment of SNR under nonlinear amplification.
In this review we restricted to the classical description
of nonlinear parametric effects and small quantum fluc-
tuations. Some interesting results on large fluctuations
reported in literature are left outside our discussion. This
concerns critical fluctuations in the vicinity of paramet-
ric threshold68–70, and transitions between phase degen-
erate oscillatory states71–73,89. Some problems related to
large quantum fluctuations are not yet explored, for in-
stance quantum statistics of nondegenerate parametric
oscillation, or dissipative phase transition in the bistabil-
ity regime of subharmonic oscillations. Another interest-
ing direction to explore is the possibility to use degener-
ate states of Josephson parametric oscillators coupled by
mutual injection locking for quantum simulation as it is
done in a quantum optics93.
Parametric effects in c-QED is an excellent playground
for testing the possibility of quantum information pro-
cessing with continuous variables. By encoding quantum
information in the oscillator bosonic states rather than
discrete states of conventional qubits, one can envision
efficient computational protocols and error correction
schemes94. Recently proposed implementation of these
ideas with c-QED95 is closely connected to the physics of
parametric oscillatory states discussed here. Generation
and stabilization of quantum cat states under degener-
ate parametric resonance was recently studied75,96, simi-
lar questions can be addressed regarding multicomponent
subharmonic oscillatory states.
The scope of this review is limited to the c-QED field.
However, many related quantum parametric effects are
also available in quantum acoustics and optomechanics.
For instance, the non-degenerate parametric resonance
in a hybrid optomechanical resonator may involve one
mechanical and one electromagnetic degree of freedom97.
In fact the quantum amplification and frequency con-
version are observed in such devices in the microwave
domain98–101. The same non-degenerate parametric os-
cillation effects as described in Sec. IVB were observed in
a mechanical oscillator102. Furthermore, the demonstra-
tion of the frequency conversion between the microwaves
and telecom optics in parametrically driven optomechan-
ical resonators103,104 paves a way for integrating c-QED
devices in a long distance quantum communication net-
work.
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